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Executive Summary
The 2022 Black Sash Community Based Monitoring Programme
The aim of the Black Sash Community Based Monitoring programme is to provide an opportunity for
citizens to share information about their experiences of engaging with the system geared towards
providing social assistance in South Africa, including surveys, case studies, analysis and feedback
about the quality of service delivery, specifically in terms of social assistance.
Black Sash recognises that communities, citizens and public service users are active holders of
fundamental rights, and not merely passive users of public services. Our Community Based
Monitoring reports draw on feedback from Community Partners and Paralegal Interns across the
country to provide tangible feedback to policy makers and government, in order to improve service
delivery and the realisation of rights enshrined in the South African constitution.
The Black Sash CBM programme offers the opportunity for citizens, civil society and civil servants to
work together to gather evidence regarding certain elements of social protection in South Africa.
This in turn informs the advocacy, education, training, media, and communications elements of
Black Sash’s work, in engagements with a range of stakeholders geared towards building a capable
state in which human rights are respected and realised.
There are three components to the Black Sash Community Based Monitoring for 2022:
1. Monitoring of Social Grant Pay Days - conducted by Black Sash Community Partners and
staff.
2. Monitoring of SASSA Service Centre’s Norms and Standards - conducted by Black Sash
Community Partners and Staff.
3. Monitoring of the Covid-19 Social Relief of Distress (SRD) Grant by Black Sash Paralegal
Interns.
Black Sash monitors received permission letters from SASSA to monitor at SAPO branches and SASSA
service centres.
For each component of CBM in 2022, monitors submitted data via Google Forms, provided written
summaries of their observations, and developed case studies where appropriate.
The following is a summary of the findings emerging from our analysis of this data. The body of the
report contains a more detailed breakdown of the data, and the findings.
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Overview of Social Grant Findings
Grant Pay Days at SAPO Branches
Clean drinking water and access to clean toilets remain a problem at most of the SAPO branches.
Most of the beneficiaries are not aware that they have the right to receive a bank statement. Those
who asked for a statement were not supplied with one.
Long queues, long waiting times, with no shelter or seating, are common problems at most of the
SAPO branches.
June paydays were particularly bad because of internet connection problems throughout the
country. Many Old Age Grant beneficiaries had to return the following day and transport remains
costly.
A common phenomenon is the renting of chairs by private individuals, because SAPO does not
provide these (contrary to the SASSA/SAPO SLA).
Paying someone to queue on your behalf is common at most branches. Some beneficiaries and
monitors are complaining that these self-appointed ‘queue managers’ are rude and intimidating at
times.
Often beneficiaries are paid late because of cash delays or not enough cash is delivered at SAPO
branches, meaning grant recipients must return the following day. Most of these recipients are the
elderly collecting Old Age Grants and disabled persons collecting the Disability Grants.
Eskom loadshedding (power outages due to electricity shortages) makes matters worse for
everyone.
Beneficiaries said they use SAPO to avoid bank charges and the long queues at ATMs. Those living in
villages have no option but to use SAPO (branches or mobile pay points) as there are no ATMs.
Transport cost increases have hit the elderly and disabled hard. These are persons who are unable to
walk to the SAPO branches to collect their monthly grants. Making more than one visit to collect
grant payments is costly and unaffordable.
Beneficiaries and monitors are highlighting people’s hunger. Many have not had anything to eat
when they start to queue for their grant money. Some of the beneficiaries may not have eaten for a
day or more because they have run out of money.
SASSA Help desks are hardly ever encountered at SAPO branches. This is particularly difficult for
grant recipients who have travelled long distances at great cost who are experiencing payment
problems such as deductions or need to change their payment channel.
Security for people waiting outside SAPO premises is often lacking. People feel unsafe.
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SASSA Service Centres
Internet connectivity was particularly bad at the beginning of June. Beneficiaries waited outside in
long queues, with no seating, shelter, clean drinking water or toilets. Monitors and beneficiaries
complained that, in most places, no explanations were provided for the long waiting period.
Beneficiaries waiting in long queues who are on medication are complaining that they get hungry
and must buy something to eat. They would appreciate it if queue management were conducted and
explanations regarding the slow service communicated regularly, especially when the problems are
related to internet connectivity and loadshedding.
Beneficiaries from villages and farms are travelling long distances to SASSA offices. When they are
turned away because it is not their day for a particular service, it is most frustrating because they
cannot afford the steep travelling costs. Often these are people who collect more than one grant.
They say the security guards are the ones turning people away. Monitors are sometimes able to
intervene and successfully get SASSA officials to assist beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries said they feel unsafe because they arrive early to secure a place in the queue and must
wait outside. Beneficiaries at one of the service centres said: we can’t even wait inside; we must sit
in the stadium in the cold. Officials need to be more polite and treat us with respect. They must wear
name tags and give us correct information.
Travelling costs are increasing at unaffordable rates in urban and rural areas. Beneficiaries in rural
and farming areas must often hitch hike to the bigger towns with SASSA offices because they have
no money to pay for transport.
Beneficiaries and monitors are reporting poor explanations and Information provided by officials
regarding documents needed. They are requesting that information leaflets should be provided in
the local languages. A beneficiary said: “I would like them to have a pamphlet that explains the
different grants and what documents you need when you come to apply for grants.”
Monitors and beneficiaries are asking that SASSA ensures that one or more officials are placed at the
entrance who will help beneficiaries. They can ask them the reason for the visit, check if they have
the correct documentation and explain or give the necessary details, instead of letting people spend
hours waiting in long queues just to make an inquiry.
Afrikaans speaking beneficiaries and monitors have reported that they are experiencing language
barriers. They are asking that SASSA ensures that the officials can speak the local languages in all
parts of the country.

Move to personal bank accounts: beneficiaries said they are being forced to have their own bank
accounts when they apply for a grant. They are saying it was a challenge since most of them didn't
have bank accounts. They had to catch a taxi to the nearest town to open an account.
Clean drinking water, clean accessible toilets and adequate seating in the waiting areas remain a
considerable problem. Beneficiaries are complaining about the money they are expected to pay for
using toilet facilities in some areas.
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Satellite offices are closed, and beneficiaries are not informed timeously to avoid spending
unnecessary time and money travelling to these facilities. Beneficiaries are calling for the reopening
of satellite offices closer to where they live.
Appointment system: most beneficiaries do not have forms and they are not aware of SASSA’s online
systems. SASSA implemented a new system for the application process where beneficiaries are given
an appointment date. Those who have received a SASSA receipt with an appointment date on which
they should return are happy. They are hoping assistance will be guaranteed on that day so that
people are no longer sleeping at SASSA and the queue is not long. A beneficiary said: I came to apply
for a grant and I was given an appointment. They told me they had gone back to appointments now.
Beneficiaries are not aware of the appointment system being reintroduced and spend hours waiting
in the queue. In Khayelitsha some of the beneficiaries made use of an internet café at great cost to
themselves just to be told that they must still come to SASSA for fingerprints.
Disability Grants: while some beneficiaries are happy with their grant approval and their pay-outs,
others in several places around the country are struggling to get appointments and their grant
applications approved.
Grant Pay Days at Retail Outlets
Safety: monitors reported that beneficiaries feel safe most of the time when retailer security and
SAPS are at the site. Robberies at retail stores are a concern especially on the days when there is no
security. This has been reported at a few stores.
Some of the stores provide a safe place where beneficiaries can count the money and hide their
money safely.
Forced to buy from the retailer: Most of the stores have dedicated tills for grant payments and do
not expect beneficiaries to buy items from the store. In Khayelitsha a store manager said: some
grant beneficiaries don't want to withdraw from their dedicated tills at times if there are queues and
that's when they ask them to buy at least for R50 to access a cashback. The reason is that they want
to jump the line and they finish the money that is not dedicated to them but to other customers.
Some scholars don't go to school on grant days, especially on the child grant and the manager raised
this concern. Another thing she raised is that sometimes SASSA cards go offline while other bank
cards are working, and beneficiaries get worked up, but they are looking at the solution for this.
Delays: in most cases is because of the lack of cash at the tills. It takes some time to get more cash to
the dedicated tills. Loadshedding (i.e. power outages due to electricity scarcity) would of course also
result in delays.
At some of the retailers there are no chairs for elderly whilst waiting, no water and no toilet facilities

Overview of Social Relief of Distress (SRD) Grant Findings
The requirement by SASSA that all SRD Grant beneficiaries needed to reapply in April 2022 came as a
shock to many. While the majority of people seem to have picked up the news about this fairly
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quickly, there were numerous challenges when it came to the re-application process. These included
lack of connectivity, not having access to a smartphone, finding the greater level of detail required
difficult to navigate, and a general sense of despair and disaffection wit the SRD Grant system.
Of the beneficiaries who did apply, just over 50% used the SASSA website, 35,5% used the Moya
app, and 11,8% used the SASSA Whastapp system. Of these, 66,7% applied for themselves, 33,3%
needed help from someone else. The minority of people found the application process easy to very
easy (32,4%), 30,9% indicated it was okay but not easy, 21,4% found it difficult, 2,3% could not apply
due to lack of data, 2,9% reported getting frustrated and giving up. More than half of the applicants
who completed the application process managed to complete the process on their first attempt,
while 9,2% indicated they had tried more than six times.
In terms of communication, 62,3% of the people interviewed indicated they received SMS from
SASSA, 17% said they needed to check the SASSA SRD website, while 12,5% indicated they had not
received any communication or accessed information themselves. During their application process,
63,3% had requested that the money be paid into a bank account, 31,6% wanted to collect their
grant at a SAPO branch, while 6,6% had opted for a cash send.
Those who had received the SRD Grant previously indicated that they had to hand in a photocopy of
their ID every time they collected their grant at a SAPO branch, which involves 20,4% of those
interviewed paying for that copy every time. Depending on whether the beneficiary lives, data
(56,7%), transport (55,4%) and pressure to pay people to keep their place in the queue (4,8%) also
result in significant costs for SRG Grant beneficiaries. Only 16,6% of those interviewed indicated that
collecting their SRD Grant had not involved any costs for them.
Because banking is expensive in South Africa, people sometimes help others by agreeing to receive
money into their bank account on others’ behalf. This reflects as income on the system, and then
excludes the account holder from qualifying for the SRD Grant.
There are ongoing and persistent complaints about incorrect data on the UIF databases leading to
SRD Grant applications being rejected.
There are high levels of hunger and suffering, which have been exacerbated by the dealys in the
application process and the payments of the SRD Grant.
Some people have used even the small amount of R350 to develop small businesses and generate
some extra income, even in the midst of the hardship they encounter.
Crime and violence are prevalent in communities and homes; people (especially women) who are
not able to bring any income into an already impoverished home, or provide for themselves in any
way, become even more vulnerable to being victimised and exposed to violence.
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Introduction
The Black Sash’s Community Based Monitoring is fundamental to our work – it provides an
opportunity for citizens to provide information, analysis and feedback about the quality of service
delivery, specifically in terms of social assistance.
Black Sash recognises that communities, citizens and public service users are active holders of
fundamental rights, and not merely passive users of public services. Our Community Based
Monitoring reports draw on feedback from Community Partners to provide tangible feedback to
policy makers and government in order to improve service delivery. This offers the opportunity for
citizens, civil society and civil servants to work together to build a capable state.
There are three components to the Black Sash Community Based Monitoring for 2022:
4. Monitoring of Social Grant Pay Days - conducted by Black Sash Community Partners and
staff.
5. Monitoring of SASSA Service Centre’s Norms and Standards - conducted by Black Sash
Community Partners and Staff.
6. Monitoring of the Covid-19 Social Relief of Distress (SRD) Grant by Black Sash Paralegal
Interns.

Context
The Black Sash Community Based Monitoring programme has been through a number of
adjustments in the last three years.
In 2019, after the removal of Cash Paymaster Systems (CPS) as the contracted social grant
management agency, Black Sash initiated monitoring systems to track the implementation of the
grant payment Service Level Agreement (SLA) between SAPO and SASSA. Community Advice Offices
and Community Based Organisations contracted with Black Sash Regional Offices to track the
implementation of the new grant disbursement system, and to assess the efficiency of SAPO’s
service delivery for grant beneficiaries.
With the advent of the Covid-19 virus and Level 5 lockdown in early 2020, the Grant Pay Day
Community Based Monitoring programme shifted to working remotely.
The focus of Black Sash’s CBM programme also expanded to include the newly introduced Covid-19
Social Relief of Distress (SRD Grant), in addition to existing social grants.
In 2020, Black Sash Regional Offices contacted Community Partners (CP) they had worked with over
the years, and asked if they would be willing to conduct a unique COVID-19 lockdown cycle of
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remote monitoring by interviewing beneficiaries over Whatsapp and telephone calls. A
questionnaire with guiding questions was developed and circulated. CPs responded with remarkable
levels of commitment and energy. As some members of Black Sash CPs are beneficiaries themselves,
they were able to provide first-hand accounts. For the September round of CBM, we moved onto a
Google Forms system of monitoring – still monitoring remotely.
The Google Forms questionnaires were adapted and extended in 2021, although most monitoring
was conducted remotely due to the ongoing prevalence of Covid-19. With there being greater
freedom of movement than the hard lockdown of 2020, staff and Community Partners were able to
monitor in person – albeit using safety protocols such as social distancing, masks and sanitisers.
Black Sash CBM in 2022 has seen a return to monitoring in-person and on site, while maintaining the
flexibility and greater efficiency of using online submissions via Google Forms, accessed on monitors’
own devices.
A word of acknowledgement to the Black Sash Community Partners who monitored during 2022:
Eastern Cape Regional Office: Daliwe Advice Office, Engcobo Advice Centre, Interchurch Local
Development Agency, Port St Johns Legal Advice Centre and Tyinirha Rural Development Centre &
Advice Office.
Gauteng Regional Office: Jouberton Advice and Development Centre, Emthonjeni Orphans and
Vulnerable Children, Barona Child and Care Centre, Mankweng Community Legal Advice Office and
Kgothatsanang Organisation.
KwaZulu Natal Regional Office: Zenzeleni Community Project, Children in Distress (CINDI) Network,
Standerton Victim Empowerment and Advice Office, KwaMakutha Community Resource Centre and
Ingomusolethu Centre.
Western Cape Regional Office: Nuwekloof Rural Development, Genadendal Legal Information Desk,
De Doorns Community Advice Office, Girls Potential Unlimited and Women Hope for the Nation.
And to our Paralegal Interns:
Angelina Tsuene, Annah Makoma Moemi, Asive Mpiyonke, Busisiwe Molebatsi, Gideon Moalusi,
Lerato George Shabalala, Lina Paulina Sikhonde, Mantsha Christina Hlapa, Mapaseka Anna
Madonsela, Mbuyiswa Seth Mnguni, Melikah Mmathapelo Monareng, Polo Merriam NtsoerengMoroka, Princess Marimane, Ramokone Evedance Ramatsokotla, Thabang Leshabana, Thandi Sito
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Methodology
The Black Sash has been involved in Community Based Monitoring (CBM) for the past 19 years. Our
CBM model recognises that communities, citizens, and public service users are active holders of
fundamental rights, and not merely passive users of public services. Independent CBM provides
tangible feedback to government departments to improve service delivery. Good service delivery is
also acknowledged. This model offers the opportunity for civil society and civil servants to work
together to build a capable state.
Black Sash does this in partnership with credible community based organisations also referred to as
Community Partners (CPs) across the country - for full list of CPs see Appendix One, as well as
Paralegal Interns. A Memorandum of Understanding is concluded with each CP and intern, detailing
the scope, deliverables, and ethics.
The 2022 CBM project aims to:
· Monitor SASSA Service Centres’ compliance with the Norms and Standards.
· Assess the extent to which SAPO is delivering an efficient, safe and dignified service to grant
beneficiaries.
· Monitor how SASSA’s migration to online applications are impacting on beneficiaries
· When appropriate, continue to track trends at retailers on Grant Pay Days
· Community Partners and interns submit monitoring surveys via Google Forms
· Develop case studies and fraud reports where appropriate
· Black Sash to generate CBM Reports that can be used for advocacy purposes.
Black Sash Community Partners and interns are asked to:
·

·
·
·
·
·

Work in partnership with Black Sash to build relationships with local SASSA and SAPO
officials, and to engage in advocacy at various levels based on the findings from each
monitoring cycle;
Monitor SASSA Service Centres and SAPO pay sites that have been agreed to with their
relevant Regional Office;
Submit reports and supporting photographs or videos using Google Forms;
Contact their Black Sash Regional Office for assistance with developing detailed case studies
of particular issues they observe;
Conduct dialogues and workshops about issues that have been identified in the monitoring;
Engage in local advocacy with regional and local SASSA structures about particular cases
where irregularities are identified, reports of fraud, unauthorised deductions, or problems
that they encounter.

Community Partner monitors and Black Sash staff completed site observation surveys. Both
seasoned and new monitors attended capacity building workshops to learn about for example
context changes, new surveys and brush up on ethics.
Summary of timeline and tasks for CBM 2022 of SASSA / SAPO and where applicable retailers:
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Month

Details

Time Commitment

April

Contracting with Community
Partners and Training of
monitors

Two days – depending on
arrangements of each Black
Sash Regional Office

May

SASSA/SAPO monitoring

4 days – minimum three
beneficiary forms per monitor
per day, one monitor
observation form per monitor
per site, one case study per
partner per cycle to be
submitted no later than the
15th day of the month.

June

SASSA/SAPO monitoring

4 days - minimum three
beneficiary forms per monitor
per day, one monitor
observation form per monitor
per site, one case study per
partner per cycle to be
submitted no later than the
15th day of the month.

July

Available for verification of
data as reports are written up

Possibility of Local Advocacy
or Rights Education Initiatives

August

SASSA/SAPO monitoring

4 days - minimum three
beneficiary forms per monitor
per day, one monitor
observation form per monitor
per site, one case study per
partner per cycle to be
submitted no later than the
15th day of the month.
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September

SASSA/SAPO monitoring

4 days - minimum three
beneficiary forms per monitor
per day, one monitor
observation form per monitor
per site, one case study per
partner per cycle to be
submitted no later than the
15th day of the month.

October

Black Sash to write up reports

Possibility of Local Advocacy
or Rights Education Initiatives

November

Dialogues and Advocacy
Initiatives

4 days

Black Sash obtained written permission from SASSA to access the SASSA and SAPO facilities for the
implementation of this CBM project.

Social Grant Pay Day Monitoring
Data was gathered by interviewing grant beneficiaries collecting their grants across various SAPO
and SASSA pay sites. A limited number of retailers were also monitored, where communities did not
have access to a SAPO branch. Responses are captured on pre-designed Google Form questionnaires
for consolidation and analysis. The results are visualised using Google Data Studio.
Monitoring for the first period was conducted on the following grant payment days:
● 3, 4, 5 May 2022
● 2, 3, 6 June 2022
1184 beneficiaries were interviewed (508 at SASSA sites, 676 at SAPO sites) by 20 Black Sash
monitors, as well as Black Sash Paralegal Fieldworkers and Regional Managers, across 22 sites.
This section of the report presents the findings across both SASSA and SAPO site of beneficiary
interviews as well as insights captured by field monitor observations. Monitor observations from
Retail pay points are also presented, although this was done on a much smaller scale than SASSA and
SAPO.
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SASSA Monitoring Results

Beneficiary Surveys
Black Sash Community Based monitors interviewed 508 grant beneficiaries during Grant Pay Days in
May and June 2022. The following is a summary of their responses:

/
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During May monitors at several sites reported that most of the beneficiaries are not aware of the
online system. Beneficiaries don't have smartphones to access the internet for online applications.
Engcobo Advice Centre monitoring Engcobo SASSA
4 May a monitor noted: The online system is situated near the door and are directed by the security
but the majority of beneficiaries don't understand how to operate it.
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Quality of Services

Nuwekloof Rural Development monitors SASSA Malmesbury
5 May beneficiaries said that the phone line at the local SASSA office is a real problem. It is never
answered. It is frustrating. There must be a specific person to take calls at the SASSA office. They had
to phone many times.
Ingomusolethu Centre monitored Verena SASSA
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12 May beneficiaries complained that their service is slow and they do not manage time. They
should build a shelter for the waiting area and more toilets and keep them clean. They have no
water. They should give us clear information whenever we need one, or whenever the application is
unsuccessful. The office is too small. We would like to have a bigger SASSA office also we need
security for us to feel safe whenever we visit the office.
1 May the monitor reported that the Network became a problem. Beneficiaries walked back home
without being assisted.
Engcobo Advice Centre monitoring SASSA Engcobo
5 May a beneficiary said: I've been coming here to sort out the issue of changing the Foster Care
Grant to another province. It's been 4months and it is still not approved. I've been referred to social
workers and schools and still not approved.
6 May a beneficiary said: I would like them to explain more on the documents we need to bring
when we're coming to the office so that we don't have to come more than once because we didn't
bring enough documents. Also, they should do that with respect.

Barona Child and Care Centre monitored the Maponya Mall SASSA Office.
11 May 2022 - a beneficiary said: Service was good. The challenge is that they don't allow kids
inside. It’s so difficult for us who came with kids.
The monitor reported that no drinking water is being provided.
12 May 2022 - another beneficiary said: I am not happy about the service. I was here last month to
change my payment method - from SASSA gold card to my bank account. They promised me that the
next payment will be paid on my bank account as I requested, but now my money went back to their
gold card. They said June payment will be paid in my own bank account. I am not sure if they really
are going to do so. I am tired of coming here every month.
12 May 2022 - another beneficiary said: I am not happy about the service. I was here last month to
change my payment method - from SASSA gold card to my bank account. They promised me that the
next payment will be paid on my bank account as I requested, but now my money went back to their
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gold card. They said June payment will be paid in my own bank account. I am not sure if they really
are going to do so. I am tired of coming here every month.
CINDI Network monitored SASSA Pietermaritzburg
5 May a beneficiary said that she came for the third time because they do not tell her what
documents that they need to reapply after they stop the child grant because you had a temporary
job for 3 months.
KwaMakutha Community Resource Centre monitored umbumbulu SASSA

6 May beneficiaires interviewed said: Electricity is a big problem at Umbumbulu Sassa office.
Connectivity and the network is so poor, I wish the government would intervene.It takes many trips
to get help. They are always offline. It was my third time coming here for the same thing. Today
again I am going back without getting helped.
Access to Services
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Kgothatsanang Organisation monitored SASSA Moretele
10 May 2022 a beneficiary walked to the paysite for more than two hours because of lack of money.
Another beneficiary said the cost of the transport is too high. She is a granny who is paying double
because she pays for her grandson as well. Her transport cost is R200.

Beneficiary Safety
Ingomusolethu Centre monitoring Verna SASSA
12 May Beneficiaries felt unsafe, because they had to sit outside in an open space.
Satellite Offices
Engcobo Advice Centre monitoring Engcobo SASSA
4 May a monitor reported: They have one at Nkondlo, but since Dec 2021 they always face a
challenge with the network and with electricity supply .
Beneficiary and Monitor Comments:
Barona Child and Care Centre monitored the Maponya Mall SASSA Office.
11 May 2022 - a beneficiary said: Service was good. The challenge is that they don't allow kids
inside. It’s so difficult for us who came with kids.
The monitor reported that no drinking water is being provided.
12 May 2022 - another beneficiary said: I am not happy about the service. I was here last month to
change my payment method - from SASSA gold card to my bank account. They promised me that the
next payment will be paid on my bank account as I requested, but now my money went back to their
gold card. They said June payment will be paid in my own bank account. I am not sure if they really
are going to do so. I am tired of coming here every month.
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CINDI Network monitored SASSA Pietermaritzburg
5 May a beneficiary said that she came for the third time because they don't tell her what
documents that they need to reapply after they stop the child grant because you had a temporary
job for 3 months.
Kgothatsanang Organisation monitored SASSA Moretele
10 May 2022 a beneficiary walked to the paysite for more than two hours because of lack of money.
Another beneficiary said the cost of the transport is too high. She is a granny who is paying double
because she pays for her grandson as well. Her transport cost is R200.
Girls Potential Unlimited monitored SASSA Khayelitsha
3 May a beneficiary arrived at SASSA around 6am but was still not assisted at 11am when the
monitors arrived. She said they were told to wait and were unaware of what was causing the delay.
At her old age she was burning in the sun and was not provided with a chair to sit while she waited.
4 May a beneficiary said that it would help if people are not allowed to sleep outside and not allow
others to queue for more than one person. Amaphara are being paid R50-R100 to queue for other
people and that adds to long queues.
ILDA monitored SASSA Uitenhage (Kariega)
12 May a monitor reported that people broke through the gate because they were tired of being
sent home often without any assistance. They were tired of the poor service of the local SASSA
office. The beneficiary was a person who claimed that she is from Motherwell. She came to
Uitenhage because she is tired of Motherwell SASSA. She is not getting any assistance from both
SASSA offices.

Emthonjeni Orphans and Vulnerable Children monitored Mafatsane SASSA
6 June a beneficiary said: We are spending a lot on transport and the place is too far we cannot
walk.
7 June another beneficiary said: From November last year she has been coming here to apply for a
grant, but they send her back because they need a bank statement. When she came back their
system was offline. They don't care about the beneficiaries, about the transport money.

Monitor Observations
Black Sash monitors submitted 147 reports on their observations at SASSA Service Centres during
Grant Pay Days in May and June 2022.
They reported on the extent to which these SASSA Service Centres comply with the Norms and
Standards developed in 2013.
The following are extracts from their submissions:
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De Doorns Community Advice Office visited SASSA Worcester 5 May 2022
We managed to meet with the office manager of SASSA main office in Worcester. Mr Philip Ngubane
warmly welcomed us and Zoleka Ntuli from Black Sash introduced all monitors, the SASSA Office
manager touched on issues pertaining to the services they render to the community. He mentioned
that he is struggling to get a proper venue in Worcester Zwelethemba to give services to the
community and use the facility for grants pay point,. He said that the community hall that they were
allocated by the local Municipality was not in a required standard in order to use - faulty toilets with
no water, the hall is always dirty when they go to the facility with no chairs and tables to use for
SASSA officials and beneficiaries. We ask about their stakeholders forums in the area. He indicated
that they do not have SASSA stakeholder forums in place. He promised to look at the matter and
work along with stakeholders in order to address challenges that they are encountering with regards
to rendering their services. The meeting took about 2 hours and he confirmed that he will work in
cooperation with the monitors to address the identified challenges. The manager provided us with
the calendar of services for each service area and brochures that they issue to beneficiaries with
steps on how to use the online SASSA services (digital educational brochures).
Most of the SASSA beneficiaries and applicants are not digitally literate in order for them to make
use of SASSA online services.
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Girls Potential Unlimited monitored SASSA Khayelitsha
3 May a beneficiary arrived at SASSA around 6am but was still not assisted at 11am when the
monitors arrived. She said they were told to wait and were unaware of what was causing the delay.
At her old age she was burning in the sun and was not provided with a chair to sit while she waited.
4 May a beneficiary said that it would help if people are not allowed to sleep outside and not allow
others to queue for more than one person. Amaphara are being paid R50-R100 to queue for other
people and that adds to long queues.
ILDA monitored SASSA Uitenhage (Kariega)
12 May a monitor reported that people broke through the gate because they were tired of being
sent home often without any assistance. They were tired of the poor service of the local SASSA
office. The beneficiary was a person who claimed that she is from Motherwell. She came to
Uitenhage because she is tired of Motherwell SASSA. She is not getting any assistance from both
SASSA offices.

Grant Applications
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Disability Applications

Satellite Offices
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Security at SASSA Offices

ILDA (Interchurch Legal Development Agency) monitored SASSA Uitenhage
12 May: Beneficiaries are claiming that security outside are answering people without even
consulting SASSA officials,they are turning people away without proper information.

SAPO Monitoring Results
676 beneficiaries were interviewed at SAPO branches where grants were being paid out. Questions
related to the level of compliance of the branch with the SASSA-SAPO Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Scope of Monitoring
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s

Beneficiary Interviews
Payment and Recourse
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Barona Child and Care Centre monitoring SAPO Diepkloof Square
2 June a beneficiary said: Next time I'll ask for one (bank statement). Ii didn't know that it was
important for me to get it so that I can check how much is deducted for my funeral cover.
Another beneficiary said: At Orlando SAPO their service was poor and they referred us to Diepkloof
SAPO because of their poor service
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Getting to the Pay Site

Beneficiary Comments and Monitor Observations
4 May a beneficiary said that it would help if people are not allowed to sleep outside and not allow
others to queue for more than one person. Amaphara are being paid R50-R100 to queue for other
people and that adds to long queues.
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Retailer Monitoring
Monitor Observations
The number of retailer sites monitored was far smaller than SASSA and SAPO, and were primarily
aimed at establishing trends in areas where there were no SAPO branches within reach of the
communities being monitored.
107 retail monitor observation forms were submitted during May and June.
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Summary of Findings
Summary SAPO Observations
Clean drinking water and access to clean toilets remain a problem at most of the SAPO branches.
Most of the beneficiaries are not aware that they have the right to a bank statement. Those who
asked for a statement were not supplied with one.
Long queues, long waiting times with no shelter or seating are common problems at most of the
SAPO branches.
June paydays were particularly bad because of internet connection problems throughout the
country. Many Oldage Grant beneficiaries had to return the following day and transport was and
remains costly.
A common phenomenon is the renting of chairs by private individuals because SAPO does not
provide these.
Paying someone to queue on your behalf is common at most branches. Some beneficiaries and
monitors are complaining that these self-appointed ‘queue managers’ are rude and intimidating at
times.
Often beneficiaries are paid late because of cash delays or not enough cash is delivered at SAPO
branches where grant recipients must return the following day. Most of these recipients are the
elderly collecting Oldage Grants and disabled persons collecting the Disability Grants.
Eskom loadshedding makes matters worse for everyone.
Beneficiaries said they use SAPO to avoid bank charges and the long queues at ATMs. Those living in
villages have no option but to use SAPO as there are no ATMs.
Transport cost increases have hit the elderly and disabled hard. These are persons who are unable to
walk to the SAPO branches to collect their monthly grants. Making more than one visit to collect
grant payments is costly and unaffordable.
Beneficiaries and monitors are pointing out that people are hungry. Many have not had anything to
eat when they start to queue for their grant money. Some of the beneficiaries may not have eaten
for a day or more because they have run out of money. People are hungry.
SASSA Help desks are hardly encountered at SAPO branches. This is particularly difficult for grant
recipients who have travelled long distances at great cost who are experiencing payment problems
such as deductions or if they want to change their payment channel.
Security for people waiting outside is often lacking. People feel unsafe.
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Summary SASSA Observations
Internet Connectivity was particularly bad at the beginning of June. Beneficiaries waited outside in
long queues, with no seating, shelter, clean drinking water and toilets. Monitors and beneficiaries
complained that in most places no explanations were provided for the long waiting period.
Beneficiaries waiting in long queues who are on medication are complaining that they get hungry
and must buy something to eat. They would appreciate it if queue management were conducted and
explanations regarding the slow service are communicated regularly especially when the problems
are related to internet connectivity and loadshedding.
Beneficiaries from villages and farms are travelling long distances to SASSA offices. When they are
turned away because it is not their day for a particular service, it is most frustrating because they
cannot afford the steep travelling costs. Often these are people who collect more than one grant.
They say the security guards are the ones turning people away. Monitors are sometimes able to
intervene and successfully get SASSA officials to assist beneficiaries.
Beneficiaries said they feel unsafe because they arrive early to secure a place in the queue and must
wait outside. Beneficiaries at one of the service centres said: we can’t even wait inside; we must sit
in the stadium in the cold. Officials need to be more polite and treat us with respect. They must wear
name tags and give us correct information.
Travelling costs are increasing at unaffordable rates in urban and rural areas. Beneficiaries in rural
and farming areas must often hitch hike to the bigger towns with SASSA offices because they have
no money to pay for transport..
Beneficiaries and monitors are reporting poor explanations and Information provided by officials
regarding documents needed. They are requesting that information leaflets should be provided in
the local languages. A beneficiary said: I would like them to have a pamphlet that explains the
different grants and what documents you need when you come to apply for grants.
Monitors and beneficiaries are asking that SASSA ensures that one or more officials are placed at the
entrance who will ask help beneficiaries. They can ask them the reason for the visit, check if they
have the correct documentation and explain or give the necessary details, instead of letting people
spend hours waiting in long queues just to make an inquiry.
Afrikaans speaking beneficiaries and monitors have reported that they are experiencing language
barriers. They are asking that SASSA ensures that the officials can speak the local languages in all
parts of the country.

Move to personal bank accounts: beneficiaries said they are being forced to have their own bank
accounts when they apply for a grant. They are saying it was a challenge since most of them didn't
have bank accounts. They had to catch a taxi to the nearest town to open an account.
Clean drinking water, clean accessible toilets and adequate seating in the waiting areas remain a
considerable problem. Beneficiaries are complaining about the money they are expected to pay for
using toilet facilities in some areas.
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Satellite offices are closed, and beneficiaries are not informed timeously to avoid spending
unnecessary time and money travelling to these facilities. Beneficiaries are calling for the reopening
of satellite offices closer to where they live.
Appointment system: most beneficiaries do not have forms and they are not aware of SASSA’s online
systems. SASSA implemented a new system for the application process where beneficiaries are given
an appointment date. Those who have received a SASSA receipt with an appointment date on which
they should return are happy. They are hoping assistance will be guaranteed on that day so that
people are no longer sleeping at SASSA and the queue is not long. A beneficiary said: I came to apply
for a grant and I was given an appointment. They told me they had gone back to appointments now.
Beneficiaries are not aware of the appointment system being reintroduced and spend hours waiting
in the queue. In Khayelitsha some of the beneficiaries made use of an internet café at great cost to
themselves just to be told that they must still come to SASSA for fingerprints.
Disability Grants: while some beneficiaries are happy with their grant approval and their pay-outs,
others in several places around the country are struggling to get appointments and their grant
applications approved.
Summary Retailer Observations
Safety: monitors reported that beneficiaries feel safe most of the time when retailer security and
SAPS are at the site. Robberies at retail stores are a concern especially on the days when there is no
security. This has been reported at a few stores.
Some of the stores provide a safe place where beneficiaries can count the money and hide their
money safely.
Forced to buy from the retailer: Most of the stores have dedicated tills for grant payments and do
not expect beneficiaries to buy items from the store. In Khayelitsha a store manager said: some
grant beneficiaries don't want to withdraw from their dedicated tills at times if there are queues and
that's when they ask them to buy at least for R50 to access a cashback. The reason is that they want
to jump the line and they finish the money that is not dedicated to them but to other customers.
Some scholars don't go to school on grant days, especially on the child grant and the manager raised
this concern. Another thing she raised is that sometimes SASSA cards go offline while other bank
cards are working, and beneficiaries get worked up, but they are looking at the solution for this.
Delays: in most cases is because of the lack of cash at the tills. It takes some time to get more cash to
the dedicated tills. Loadshedding would of course also result in delays.
At some of the retailers there are no chairs for elderly whilst waiting, no water and no toilet facilities
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Social Relief of Distress (SRD) Grant Monitoring
Background to the SRD Grant
The emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2020 led to President Cyril Ramaphosa
promulgating a national disaster in South Africa on 15 March 2020.
The country went into Stage 5 lockdown on 26 March 2020, to curb the spread of the
coronavirus. In April 2020, government introduced a Social Relief of Distress package to the value of
R50 billion, but the Minister of Finance later reduced this to R42 billion. The package made provision
for the COVID-19 Social Relief of Distress Grant (SRDG) of R350 per month for six months for the
unemployed only, effective from May to October 2020.
In addition, most grants benefitted from a monthly top-up of R250 for six months.
Refugees, asylum seekers and holders of special permits were initially excluded from
announcements regarding their eligibility for the SRDG.
On 15 October 2020, President Ramaphosa announced that the SRDG would be extended
for three months, to the end of January 2021. In his Midterm Budget Speech on 28 October 2020,
the Minister of Finance confirmed the extension of the SRD grant but not the Caregivers’ grant.
At the end of April 2021, the SRDG came to an end. In July 2021, President Ramaphosa announced
that the SRDG was to be reintroduced until March 2022, and that Caregivers receiving CSGs on
behalf of children would also be eligible for the SRDG of R350 a month.
In February 2022, the grant was extended until the end of March 2023 - including Caregivers.
On 4 April 2022, President Ramaphosa lifted the State of Disaster proclamation that had
been in place for 750 days. He indicated that the SRDG would continue. However, the following
week, SASSA confirmed reports that the SRDG application platforms were no longer functioning and
that April payments for the SRDG have been delayed until an appropriate legal framework could be
put in place in order for the SRDG to be reinstated. On 22 April 2022, SASSA announced that the
SRDG would be governed by new regulations as a result of the lifting of the State of Disaster and that
the application process for the SRDG would begin from scratch on 23 April 2022. Under these new
regulations, one of the key eligibility means-testing criteria was dropped from the previous food
poverty line amount of R585 to R350. The implication is that any income of more than R350 from
any source in an
applicant’s bank account will result in a rejected application. In addition, the application process has
become far more complex and onerous for applicants than before - including requiring the Identity
Numbers of parents, partners, and spouses, as well as detailed personal information about the
applicant.
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As of 24 June 2022, SASSA has begun paying out the backlog of reconsiderations, where grant
applicants have appealed rejections of their applications for the SRD Grant, but it is not clear which
reconsiderations are being paid, in terms of when the appeals were lodged. This means there is
confusion due to people losing track of what months have been paid, which have not been paid, and
whether people are receiving the back payments in full. It also makes it almost impossible to track
any possible fraud that may have occurred.
In addition, as of 24 June 2022, there have been no payments to applicants who have reapplied for
the current implementation cycle. The application status is either still pending or approved but there
is no payment date indicated. The payments made so far are for those who were undergoing the
reconsideration process from the previous cycle, and even there it is not clear which months are
being paid.
The implications for these delays have been that Black Sash monitors have been interviewing SRD
Grant applicants who are in a state of limbo, as they have spent May and June 2022 waiting for
responses about reconsiderations and for the processing of their new grant applications to be
considered.

Summary of Monitor Observation Responses
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I knew it was optional - 35,6%
37

It was not relevant to my application - 35,3%
I did not have the information - 24,1%
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Communication

40

Payment

41

Dignity
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Summary of Narrative Reports Submitted by Monitors in May and
June 2022
The following excerpts from reports submitted by Black Sash Paralegal Interns provide a sense of
beneficiaries’ experiences of engaging with the new SRD Grant application system:
There were many beneficiaries that started to receive their payments on 21 June 2022. They receive
their payment for June while April and May is still pending. They are not sure if they would get the
other outstanding payments. I advised them to keep checking as they might get payed on later since
there is a backlog of payment.
There were other beneficiaries that claim that their applications were declined and the reason for
that is that the self-exclusionary response found and they didn't understand what it was meant by
that. I have to explain to them that it was due to the fact that they were asked if they were receiving
any income which was R350 and above they said yes. Others claimed their applications were
declined due to the reason being alternative sources of income were identified. The problem is that
sometimes they let other people use their bank account to receive money now it has affect their
grants. They now want to lodge an appeal they hope that SASSA can reconsider their decision.
Musina post office since last year around November 2021 there was a robbery and they stole the
computer even now they have not being replaced so that they can not assist beneficiaries. The
beneficiaries are now worried if they would be able to collect their money. I advised them to go to
shoprite and Boxer shops to see if they can collect their grant money with their ID. At Boxer stores
other were told to come when they received sms that they can collect the grant. Others were
stressed that they are not even getting the sms.
There were a few beneficiaries whose applications were declined and that they want to make
appeals, but claim that have no idea what they should write on the appeal. While others they say
they are no longer going to bother themselves.
The foreign nationalities claim that they did apply but they have never received any further
communication even if they try to check online if their applications were approved or not. They
claim that they never made any more follow-ups because they thought it won’t be taken serious
because they are not South African nationalities.
Many beneficiaries they are losing the hope that they will ever get any assistance from our
government. They are affected by the price increase on their basic needs product. They leave in poor
condition and if the government continues to reach out to them through online procedures and they
don’t have access to the process it plays a huge disadvantage towards them. The government must
reconsider the methods they are reaching out to the disadvantaged beneficiaries to make them be
able to benefit them too.
Clients especially the old one, they were not fully aware about the new process of re-applying as
they thought it will be done automatically as long as they receive a grant support for children, they
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will also receive the SRD without applying. However after knowing about it later on they did apply
for it. And most interviewed people are frustrated about long questions and network problem.
Others they find it difficult for them to re-apply and they have to ask some assistance from other
people.
Clients are also complaining about their application being declined without a valid reason or with
false reasons as it just say alternative income though they are not working. Others they feel or think
it is taking forever to be approved
Most people found out about re-applying as soon as it was announced whilst few of them found out
about later on. Others they thought it would be like before, they will just top it up on their children
grant support card, they were not aware that they have to re-apply for it. They find this whole new
applying thing really tiring as they not familiar with everything and they have to ask people to assist
them to re-apply.
Some people stated that they were first declined and they had to appeal for their application to go
through and it is frustrating for their application to be declined though they don’t have any means of
income. Others it says they are registered with UIF though they are not working.
Have a scenario of a lady whose application was declined even after reconsideration. It says she is
registered with UIF and she has never worked in her entire life so she does not know what the
problem is. She even tried to communicate with SASSA but no one is actually willing to help her. Her
story is really sad because she has no means of any income as she was hoping that the money will
assist her especially in doing CV to apply for jobs.
Most people didn’t know how to check for their statuses, I advised them on how to check for their
statuses and from 1 June – 23 June most statuses were pending on the 24 June all people got their
results only when they looked for outcomes on the SRD website and those that got cash sends to
come collect their grant or bank notification.
Beneficiaries collected their grants in numbers on the 24 June 2022. Travelled from surrounding
villages around Mankweng, spending +- R50 taxi to travel to Mankweng/Lebowakgomo waited in
long ques and the challenge was load shedding they had to wait till electricity was back to collect the
grant.
Statuses declined as a result of alternative income and UIF registered. The people believed that they
qualified before applying for the grant to their surprise their application was declined, they are
unemployed and believe the grant could give them a start in monthly needs as most of the money
they get sometimes is someone helping them. The UIF declined is money they worked for 6 months
and believe is small money to collect but still feel that they need the 350 to help them. They were
unhappy about the outcome and feel that it is unfair for them not to qualify for the grant.
I am staying in the rural area, where there is a big challenge job of opportunity, most families they
survive with the SASSA money so the SRD it makes a big difference in so many lives of the people.
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Again the other person said he was working and received his UIF benefit in 2019 but now he is not
working he tried to apply more than four times but decline, so he wants to know how long the
information is being cancelled from the system, because it keeps says he is receiving the UIF.
The other challenge in our area there is no bank, as the post office is no longer paying the SRD some
people says they went to Bloemfontein which is 150km return and the they paid R200 for transport
to withdraw the grant from the supermarket like shop rite and pick &pay.
But from now in June SASSA make arrangement with Nedbank to come and help the community to
open the bank account to have their card, hopefully the coming month the people will access the
grant from the ATM.
Most of beneficiaries are depending on grants to get food or to survive. Each and every month is the
struggle to get the grant, but most of them also get their grant from their bank account.
The main problem for beneficiaries who have no bank account is that the beneficiaries cannot go to
the post office once and get they must be there several times.
Beneficiaries whose grant applications were declined, they are not aware that they should appeal as
they are also struggling with data, language and technology and transport to collect grant.
Our biggest challenge about this grant is that the criminals who are in charge of the queues (Nyaope
are in charge of the queues especially at the post offices). They can tell who the first is and the last
on the queue according to them, no matter how early you have tried to be at that particular pay
point. And they charge beneficiaries according to how much they have received because some of
them received money after few months because of the long queues and other struggles on the pay
points like money finished before others can get their money.
I can say the SRD is still needed but it is not enough and also method in which it is distributed to the
beneficiaries is not user friendly but it makes huge difference to those who use it in a proper
manner. In conclusion I can say something must be done to make it easier to the beneficiaries to
access the grant in a manner that it is convenient to everyone who qualified for it.
Not many recipients of the R350 grant knew about the reapplying of the grant and while others
knew they did not understand the need nor necessity of some questions there like the need of
spouse or parents’ ID numbers. People are already complaining that the money is not enough to
afford their own basic needs and the needs of the home such as buying of electricity and getting
enough groceries to last them to even half of the month because some of them have to travel more
than twice to get their grant. The system used by those who receive their grants through SAPO feel
like the government did not think hard enough when they introduced the ID number system and
also did not protect the SAPO branches enough to avoid robberies that caused more inconvenience
to them as beneficiaries.
One beneficiary even said that sometimes it is not even guaranteed that they will receive their
money on the day of their ID number collection because of the long lines they wait even when it is
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raining, I was told of a group of young men who would offer to stand in the line for beneficiaries at
cost of R50 or sometimes R100. It is apparent that one beneficiary got into an agreement with those
who offer such services only for him to try and run away once he had received his grant only to be
beaten up for breaching the agreement and all his money was taken. That story goes to show the
struggle other people go through just to access the money and how other people have seen this as a
business opportunity with some criminal elements in it too and yet our police men and women are
far to help or even keep the very places safe from any criminality or give people a sense of safety.
There has been an issue lately in my area of Post Offices being closed for days on end which forced
the grant recipients to travel even further in order to access their money from other post offices or
retail outlets that are now giving the services of giving the SRD beneficiaries access to their grants.
Reasons I was able to get on the closures of the post office ranged from no power supply to no
rental payments being made to the landlord of the building being used as a post office which would
leave me wondering if all other partner departments such as the Social Development do not pay the
Post office for the services they help them with.
The other person said he helped with a mealie meal at home because there is no one working they
are staying with Grandmother and they are many children receiving social-grant, but because the
inflation is to high they are still struggle to live normally, or eat balanced meal per day.
The other people said the Government is unreliable because they are expecting the grant to
continue without having to re-apply again, and this situation was very stressful, and they keep on
checking the news from the President and having high hopes that it will be doubled that amount of
R350 into R700 rand and Department of SASSA just left them without any notification.
When I was doing the monitoring currently of the SRD Grant I observed that really people need that
money due to high unemployment in South Africa… I asked them why most of them choose to get
their money in the bank because bank have charges they said it’s because the services is fast and
safe and they are treated with respect and after getting their money they manage to buy foods and
other things in time the services is not the same with SAPO where people are being bullied for their
money someone is waiting for the beneficiary in a queue and after getting the money that someone
wants to get R100 for waiting for you.
So because Qwa-qwa is a very cold area they decide to use banks because in most cases SAPO
people are unable to get their money because electricity is the problem in Maluti-A-Phofung
Municipalty specifically in winter people struggle so much with electricity so at least even if we don’t
have electricity the money will be deposited in their bank accounts.
One of my Interviewees says with the previous SRD she manage to buy herself a carpet so that she
can be warm with her children because she is staying in a shack and with a little left she made laybye of school uniform for her two children and she also bought a 5litre of cooking oil, flour , yeast
and sugar she is now open a mini fat cake shop and she is now selling them to survive with her
children she says she is not worried when the SRD was stopped she continued selling and she bought
herself 1 gigabyte data to make the new application as mentioned in the Radio and Television and
her application Status says Referred which means is approved but the payment date is not yet stated
until June 2022 when it will start paying she says she is very happy but she did struggle so much to
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get the SRD respond due to network problem here in our area also the questions was so difficult to
answer but they were not compulsory and she manage to answer some and she is sure that when
the payment stats she will heard it by her bank account and she says she would like to thank
government for at least giving them something because it really assisted most of the South Africans
and herself.
During the interviews, I found out that most of the SRD grant recipients were only aware of the
continuation of the SRD grant payment as per the announcement of the president, but were not
aware that they had to re-apply. They were surprised when they did not receive the April payment
and this is what led to them finding out from fellow recipients that they were required to re-apply.
Some of the people I interviewed claimed that they have received nothing even though their
applications where approved from August last year, and this discouraged them to re-apply.
Furthermore, A certain mother of 3 expressed her disappointment on not receiving the April
payment, that this led to her having to borrow money from a loan shark since she had already
budgeted and had made plans for that April payment as the president assured the nation about the
SRD grant extension.
The one thing that all of the people I interviewed had in common is that the application process on
its own is a major challenge since almost all of them eventually provides them with a link that takes
them directly to the sassa website, and that is where the problem begins. The website often shuts
down or redirects a user to another site, and this can go on for hours.
This is often frustrating for most people and many and up seeking assistance from people like me
because I have access to data and I have a network router.
Intimate partner violence continues to be a problem in our community, especially among the poor.
Women who are unemployed and thereby economically dependent on their male partners are much
more vulnerable. The lack of housing also inhibits women from getting out of violent relationships.
Poverty, stigma associated with intimate partner violence, and lack of trust in the police exacerbate
the situation of intimate partner violence. Family, friends, neighbours, and acquaintances are the
most common perpetrators of rape of adolescents, and Immediate consequences of rape include
injury, homicide, risk of sexually transmitted infections and pregnancy, and experience of anxiety or
trauma.
The majority of the community members in Mabopane, Winterveldt and Soshanguve have
migrated from using SAPO to receive their social grant due to maltreatment that they received at the
pay point to bank account payment.
Some beneficiaries didn’t know that they can make an appeal if their application was not approved.
some have heard of appeal but they don’t know where they can make that appeal. Some
beneficiaries say that appealing also costs, it needs data and smartphone some don’t even have
smartphone.
There are beneficiaries who didn’t collect their SRD grant for more than three months in the purpose
of saving , when they went to SAPO to collect their money SAPO officials told them that there is no
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money under their names and they were sent to retail outlets but still retail outlets will send them
back to SAPO and SAPO said they no longer making SRD payments .
Most beneficiaries complains about the poor communication from the government , They said they
were not informed on time about the re application process , if they were informed on time they
would have save money for reapplication costs from their last payment because application needs
data or airtime .It was difficult for them to reapply because they didn’t have money to cover re
application costs .
The government need to start making payments, beneficiaries are suffering out there. They lost the
buying power they can’t meet their basic needs, they are in debt, crime is too high.

Summary of Findings
The requirement by SASSA that all SRD Grant beneficiaries needed to reapply in April 2022 came as a
shock to many. While the majority of people seem to have picked up the news about this fairly
quickly, there were numerous challenges when it came to the re-application process. These included
lack of connectivity, not having access to a smartphone, finding the greater level of detail required
difficult to navigate, and a general sense of despair and disaffection with the SRD Grant system.
Of the beneficiaries who did apply, just over 50% used the SASSA website, 35,5% used the Moya
app, and 11,8% used the SASSA Whastapp system. Of these, 66,7% applied for themselves, 33,3%
needed help from someone else. The minority of people found the application process easy to very
easy (32,4%), 30,9% indicated it was okay but not easy, 21,4% found it difficult, 2,3% could not apply
due to lack of data, 2,9% reported getting frustrated and giving up. More than half of the applicants
who completed the application process managed to complete the process on their first attempt,
while 9,2% indicated they had tried more than six times.
In terms of communication, 62,3% of the people interviewed indicated they received SMS’s from
SASSA, 17% said they needed to check the SASSA SRD website, while 12,5% indicated they had not
received any communication or accessed information themselves. During their application process,
63,3% had requested that the money be paid into a bank account, 31,6% wanted to collect their
grant at a SAPO branch, while 6,6% had opted for a cash send.
Those who had received the SRD Grant previously indicated that they had to hand in a photocopy of
their ID every time they collected their grant at a SAPO branch, which involves 20,4% of those
interviewed paying for that copy every time. Depending on whether the beneficiary lives, data
(56,7%), transport (55,4%) and pressure to pay people to keep their place in the queue (4,8%) also
result in significant costs for SRG Grant beneficiaries. Only 16,6% of those interviewed indicated that
collecting their SRD Grant had not involved any costs for them.
Because banking is expensive in South Africa, people sometimes help others by agreeing to receive
money into their bank account on others’ behalf. This reflects as income on the system, and then
excludes the account holder from qualifying for the SRD Grant.
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There are ongoing and persistent complaints about incorrect data on the UIF databases leading to
SRD Grant applications being rejected.
There are high levels of hunger and suffering, which have been exacerbated by the delays in the
application process and the payments of the SRD Grant.
Some people have used even the small amount of R350 to develop small businesses and generate
some extra income, even in the midst of the hardship they encounter.
Crime and violence are prevalent in communities and homes; people (especially women) who are
not able to bring any income into an already impoverished home, or provide for themselves in any
way, become even more vulnerable to being victimised and exposed to violence.
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Appendix 1: Details of Community Partners and
Monitoring Sites
CBM 2022 20 Community Partners (CPs) Monitoring SASSA, SAPO and Retailers
Community Partner

SASSA Service Centre

SAPO Branch

Retailer

Black Sash Eastern Cape Office worked with and supported these CPs
1. Daliwe Advice
Office
2. Engcobo Advice
Centre

Cathcart

Engcobo

Usave Cathcart

Coghlan, All Saints &
Engcobo

3. Interchurch Local Uitenhage, town
Development
Agency

Uitenhage, town

4. Port St Johns
Legal Advice
Centre

Port St Johns

Port St Johns

5. Tyinirha Rural
Development
Centre & Advice
Office

Nqamakhwe and
Butterworth

Butterworth

Black Sash Gauteng Regional Office worked with and supported these CPs

6. Jouberton Advice Jouberton
and
Development
Centre

Jouberton

7. Emthonjeni
Orphans and
Vulnerable
Children

Sebokeng

Mafatsane
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8. Barona Child and
Care Centre

Orlando, Diepkloof and
Maponya Mall

Diepkloof Square

9. Mankweng
Mankweng
Community Legal
Advice Office

Boyne, Paledi Mall,
Sovenga and
Solomondale

10. Kgothatsanang
Organisation

Makapanstad

Moretele

Black Sash KwaZuluNatal Office worked with and supported the below CPs.
11. Zenzeleni
Community
Project

Howick

Howick

12. Children in
Distress (CINDI)
Network

Raisethorpe and
Pietermaritzburg

Pietermaritzburg

13. Standerton
Victim
Empowerment
and Advice
Office

Standerton

Standerton

14. KwaMakutha
Community
Resource Centre

Umbumbulu and
Siphumelele
Community Hall

Amanzimtoti and
Isipingo

15. Ingomusolethu
Centre

Verena

Verena

Black Sash Staff
monitor remotely
with the Indunas

Boxer,
QuickCheck and
Shoprite

Bhudubhudu
Mbobile Paypoint
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Black Sash Western Cape Office worked with and supported these CPs

16. Nuwekloof Rural
Development

Malmesbury

Malmesbury &
Dankertville,
Wesbank

17. Genadendal
Caledon
Legal
Information Desk

Caledon

18. De Doorns
Community
Advice Office

De Doorns satellite
service, Worcester

De Doorns,
Worcester

Shoprite De
Doorns

19. Girls Potential
Unlimited

Khayelitsha

Khayelitsha,
Elonwabeni

Makhaza, Site B,
Site C, Makhaza &
Khayelitsha Malls

Wynberg, Cape Town

Blue Route Mall &
Grassy Park

20. Women Hope for the
Nation
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Appendix Two: Case Studies from Grant Pay Day CBM
Community Partners
* Note: ID numbers, names and contact numbers have been removed to protect people’s identities.
ECRO CBM May 2022 Case Study Port St Johns Legal Advice Centre
Case Study 1
BENEFICIARY DETAILS:
ID NR:
TYPE OF GRANT: Older Pensions Grant
DETAILS OF THE CASE: Since March 2022 the above-mentioned beneficiary did not receive her full
grant value amount. She reported the matter to SAPO the same month and was informed to go to
SASSA to find out the reason for the shortage and to report the deduction case. At SASSA she was
told the deduction is due to Emerald Life. She explained that she never joined Emerald Life and was
promised then and there that it has been cancelled, but the deductions continued in April and May.
She feels she was treated unfairly by SASSA as the deductions continued after they promised to stop
them.
The PSJ Legal Advice Centre monitor approached the SASSA Manager on the 3 rd of May, who was at
the SAPO branch (SASSA Helpdesk) with a laptop to resolve beneficiary queries without them having
to travel to SASSA office. We called Emerald Life and found out that there was no way that the client
opened this account as the beneficiary to the life cover was a colored person that she is not even
aware of. At least we found someone patient enough to resolve the query at Emerald and the
person promised to escalate the matter as she believes that their staff member conducted a fraud.
The social grant beneficiaries were advised to report these types of cases before the 10th of every
month to avoid current month deduction. The client will be reimbursed R160 for 3 months = R480.
Case Study 2
BENEFICIARY DETAILS:
ID NR:
TYPE OF GRANT: Older Pensions Grant, CSG & Foster care grant
DETAILS OF THE CASE: In August 2021 the above-mentioned beneficiary did not receive grant from
her pay point in Tyityana rural areas, PSJ, ward 16, there were “zeros” on the cash slip without any
explanation from SAPO staff members at the pay site. Seemingly there was no SASSA Helpdesk at
the site as she was asked to go to SASSA office in town. She went to SASSA and was told they will
open a case, follow up and call her back with the results.
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After weeks of no call from SASSA she decided to go back to get an update but was shouted at and
treated disrespectfully by a SASSA official without a name tag and was told to wait for the call and
not to return to the office. Since then, she never returned until she saw the CBM monitors at SAPO
and decided to approach them for assistance.
In terms of recourse, SASSA had an obligation to open the case, investigate and update the
beneficiary as promised more especially when she spent money to get an update. She submitted
everything needed about the case, but they failed to respond in a correct and timely manner to the
beneficiary since 2021. (She did receive full value of the grants in September 2021 onwards).
The PSJ Legal Advice Centre monitor approached the SASSA manager again on this matter to be
attended to at SAPO offices on the 3rd of May 2022. She opened the laptop to check the update of
the case for the beneficiary and we then found that she is already on the list to be reimbursed by
SASSA because the outcome of the investigation found it was due to internal fraud and corruption.
We then educated the beneficiary about her rights and Batho Pele principles - that it’s not a privilege
to get a quality service, but her entitlement and she needs to stand for what is due to her. She will
visit PSJ Legal Advice Office for future assistance.
ECRO CBM May 2022 Case Study ILDA
On the 28/04/2022 and 03/05/2022 as ILDA we went to SASSA Uitenhage to introduce ourselves,
2022 CBM project and the days we will be at site to monitor, unfortunately, we were told by the
Manager that we cannot be allowed to monitor without monitoring letters and they brought their
letters the following day and he was still difficult saying they have SASSA monitors and that the
access letters are not specific that they have to monitor SASSA offices and most all their national
office hasn’t communicated this project to them. The matter was escalated to SASSA national and
regional offices before access was finally granted. The ECRO RM also supported the ILDA monitoring
team and met with the local Uitenhage SASSA manager together with the team.
On the 12/05/2022 we arrived at UTH SASSA office at 7am and there were already beneficiaries that
were there as early as 03:00am, the office was opened at 08:00am, the Manager came out and
counted 40 beneficiaries to be served that day. Beneficiaries confirmed that they must be there in
the early hours to get served as SASSA as they also know, without reasons given to them of the
limited number they take each day. We counted 200+ beneficiaries. Beneficiaries explained that they
were told that CSG application day is Thursday and SASSA takes 40 Uitenhage for CSG applications
but for other days they only take 20 beneficiaries. Beneficiaries started to become so angry as they
were turned away on many occasions without any explanation about the limited numbers. There
were also beneficiaries that arrived later but were called in by the security guard and were served
before others. They were so furious and threatened to burn down the office as they believe SASSA
staff members serve their friends and family. Eventually approximately 50 more beneficiaries
stormed through the gates past the manager and security guard. They were not turned away and
allowed to continue to queue inside the SASSA yard.
Talking to two beneficiaries inside the yard, we also found that there were beneficiaries who came
as far as Motherwell because of poor service at Motherwell SASSA as they always have “network”
problems. Likewise, there were also beneficiaries that had bypassed the SASSA Ibhayi office to come
to the Uitenhage office for similar reasons. They were prepared to spend more transport money to
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try their luck at the Uitenhage office because they had both been trying to get into their own local
offices since 2021 with no joy. In separate conversations beneficiaries informed monitors that the
SASSA Uitenhage office doesn’t take any online appointments - they expect everyone to come to the
office as they claim that their online system doesn’t work. At least two beneficiaries informed the
ECRO RM of their frustrations trying to use the online system to submit documents saying: “It keeps
loading and loading until all your data is gone and then you have to come here anyway”. Concerns
were also raised that they might get turned away as their bank forms are now more than three
months old. Another social grant beneficiary in the queue was not there for a grant related query –
she was trying to apply for the Nelson Mandela Metro Assistance To The Poor subsidy (ATTP free
basic services). The municipality had informed her that her SASSA card was not sufficient enough
proof of her social grant beneficiary status – they need a signed and stamped affidavit from SASSA –
it was not her first time in the queue. When we spoke to beneficiaries about what type of
improvements would assist with queue management and services, they were quick to respond that
simple improvements such as pamphlets explaining what services are dealt with on which day and
an appointment system would be a good start. Regular queue sifting and communication regarding
any possible network problems to avoid wasting time would be appreciated.
Inside the Uitenhage SASSA office, the monitors observed that there was a water dispenser, but no
cups seemed to be available. The entrance of the disability toilet was blocked by chairs.
ECRO CBM May 2022 Case Study Tyinirha

Nqamakwe SAPO office has been closed since February 2022 due to robberies that occurred in
February, March and April 2022. The SAPO staff have been attending psychological counselling
sessions in East London. When Tyinirha staff members went to introduce the project at SAPO and
SASSA in Butterworth, they were informed by Butterworth SAPO Manager Ms Sange that Nqamakwe
SAPO will open for the grant dates as she will take few Butterworth staff members to open the office
for the convince of beneficiaries.
On the 3rd of May 2022, Tyinirha advice office went to Nqamakwe SAPO Branch for monitoring, but
the office was closed, and beneficiaries were queuing in the community hall close to SAPO. The
reason they are using the hall is because there are still forensic investigations in the SAPO office.
There were arrows from SAPO directing beneficiaries to the community hall. On arrival outside there
was a Fidelity van with two security guards around it, 200+ queuing beneficiaries with a shelter.
Inside the hall there were 80 seated beneficiaries, 3 SAPO staff members (one manager, a teller and
the other as an entry point) and the entry point SAPO staff member at the door where beneficiaries
were had to tell which grant, they are receiving, and she would write the amount in a slip (picture
attached) and give it to the beneficiary to take to the teller for payment. The money is not kept safe
- it was in a basket on top of the desk with another basket under the desk, in full view of anyone who
walks in. We asked the staff member, Thenjiwe, why the cash is in full view of everyone. She
responded that this is the only way they can do it as they cannot bring the cash machines from
Butterworth to Nqamakwe, and that the hall is just a temporary measure. The cash in transit truck is
parked outside with the safe and they have to call the security guards to top up cash. There were
security guards guarding the truck.
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Butterworth SAPO Manager was monitoring both sites (Butterworth and Nqamakwe), the locations
are 20km apart. She took our details and promised to set up an appointment to discuss the findings.
ECRO CBM May 2022 Case Study Daliwe Advice Office, Cathcart

From 3rd to 5th May 2022, Ester and Nandipha monitored the payment of social grants at the SA Post
Office branch and at Usave. Both pay points are located in the main road in Cathcart. Sidwell did not
monitor because he was preparing a funeral for his late grandmother.
The monitors arrived at the post office at 07:00 and observed that more than twenty beneficiaries
were waiting in a queue outside the post office building. Many of the beneficiaries arrived at the
post office from 06:00. The beneficiaries were travelling from the surrounding villages and local
townships.

South African Post Office in Cathcart
The monitors observed that a white marquee tent (shelter) was pitched outside the post office with
30 white plastic chairs inside tent. Two portable toilets were available for beneficiaries.
The post office opened at 08:00 and closed at 16:30. All the beneficiaries who were queuing from
early in the morning collected the full cash value of their social grants without any difficulties. There
was enough money available to pay all the beneficiaries. No beneficiary left the post office without
being paid or even reported receiving short payments. The beneficiaries did not report any
complaints to the monitors.
No beneficiary reported paying bribes to security guards or to post office staff or reported any other
form of criminality. Regarding the availability of clean drinking water, a first aid kit box, wheelchair,
and generator, the monitors observed that no first aid kit, wheelchair and generator was available.
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Regarding the availability of a SASSA help desk, the monitors observed that no physical help desk
was available, however there was a SASSA official present who was at hand to assist and advise
beneficiaries with any queries.
Finally, the monitors observed that all beneficiaries adhered to COVID-19 protocols (i.e. wearing face
masks, hand sanitizing and social distancing). The monitors also observed that many beneficiaries
were drawing their social grants from other ATMs located within the town area. They also monitored
the local Usave, which is located about 300 metres from the Post Office but did not observe any
unusual problems encountered by beneficiaries.

Usave in Cathcart
There is no permanent SASSA office in Cathcart. Sassa officials only visit Cathcart on Tuesday
mornings to offer administrative services.
ECRO CBM May 2022 Case Study Engcobo
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Engcobo is located within the Chris Hani District Municipality. There is a functional SASSA office and
Post Office in town and another Post Office in Coghlan (20km outside Engcobo).
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Post Office in Coghlan

The Engcobo Community Advice Office is a new CBM community partner that entered into a MoU
with the Black Sash. Nombulelo Taleni, an experienced paralegal is the advice office coordinator and
is responsible for CBM in Engcobo. Zininzi Tyantsi and Ncali Taleni assist her.
On 3rd, 4th and 5th May, the monitors monitored the payment of social grants at the post offices in
Coghlan and Engcobo. The monitors arrived at the designated pay points at 7.45am and left after
16:00. When the monitors arrived at the Coghlan post office, they observed the arrival of
approximately 100 beneficiaries who travelled from thirteen surrounding villages. At the post office
in town, the monitors observed the presence of approximately 300 beneficiaries.
At the Coghlan post office, the monitors observed that a marquee tent was pitched outside the post
office building with 50 chairs and two portable toilets.
All the beneficiaries at Coghlan were paid before 15:00. The post office did not encounter any
problems with the cash dispensing equipment.
According to Nombulelo, beneficiaries who collected their social grants at Coghlan did not encounter
any troubles. The post office opened at 08:30 and closed at 16:30. All the beneficiaries who collected
their social grants received their social grants in full.
The monitors observed the presence of uniformed SASSA official and private security guards. There
was no physical SASSA help desk as such, but an official was on site. The monitors also observed the
availability of a wheelchair. The monitors did not see a first-aid box and generator.
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At the post office in Engcobo, the monitors did not observe any problems with the payment of social
grants. The monitors observed the presence of private security guards. One fraud related case was
brought to the attention of the monitors by a beneficiary, i.e. old age grant beneficiary whose
money was fraudulently withdrawn from an ATM.
The beneficiary was referred to SASSA for social relief of distress (SRD) assistance and support was
provided to assist the beneficiary with a SASSA/SAPO fraud affidavit.
ECRO CBM June 2022 Case Study Port St Johns Legal Advice Centre

Beneficiary name:
ID.NR:
At Port St John's SAPO this month beneficiaries were experiencing poor and bad service, as from the
first pay day on 2 June 2022, there was not enough money to pay all the beneficiaries. On the first
day +-100 beneficiaries were turned away and told that they should go to get their money from
retailers. When we asked SAPO manager what happened she told us that the G4S vehicle that was
meant to bring the money had broken down on the way to Port St John's. They only managed to
serve a quarter of the beneficiaries in the queue with the cash that was available.
On 3 June the same situation occurred with not enough cash to pay beneficiaries. On 6 June there
was also no cash and once again beneficiaries were told to go to retailers or ATMs to get payment.
This is the situation that the abovementioned beneficiary found herself in when she was robbed of
all her pension grant money because she asked another woman in the ABSA ATM to assist her on
Friday, 3 June as she was unfamiliar with using an ATM. The stranger told her that she had no
money on her SASSA card, so on Monday, 6 June she went to SAPO to report the issue, but she was
referred to SASSA for assistance as there was no SASSA Helpdesk at SAPO that day. She was then
told that cash was withdrawn at ABSA ATM at 3pm on Friday when she was asking for assistance at
the ATM. This beneficiary was a victim of the situation at the SAPO offices because she usually uses
SAPO to collect her pension grant and it was the first time she was having to use an ATM.
SASSA confirmed they not responsible to refund the beneficiary as she was the one who asked
another person to assist her, but if SAPO has not disbanded these old people due to a lack of cash
and told them to go elsewhere this would have never happened.
We are appealing for clear plan on how this can be avoided and assistance for these beneficiaries
before we see more victims suffering because of criminal activities due to lack of cash at SAPO.
ECRO CBM June 2022 Case Study ILDA
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Black Sash staff and ILDA monitored the Older Person’s Grants payment date on 2 June at Uitenhage
SAPO branch. On arrival, we observed that there were 35 beneficiaries in two queues outside the
SAPO branch with more beneficiaries arriving as the morning went on. One queue was for
beneficiaries that had their cards and pins and then another biometric queue for beneficiaries that
did not have cards or had forgotten their pin numbers. There was one identifiable and unarmed
security officer, who was assisting to manage the queues.

The first person in the biometric queue arrived at 6am and only 5 beneficiaries in front of him had
been taken inside when SAPO opened at 7:30am but they had not come out yet. This beneficiary had
made his card during the May payments and had been told to collect it during the June payments.
The security officer confirmed that the biometric system is very slow, so the officials inside are
struggling to verify the beneficiaries and to make new SAPO cards for them as the system takes a
long time. Beneficiaries also confirmed that the biometric system is always down or very slow and
that even last month it was a struggle.
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Inside the officials confirmed that the system was down nationally and showed us a buffering and
error message screen – they were waiting to hear what the problem was and when it would be
rectified. There was no movement in payments for the biometrics queue from the time that we
arrived at 7:30am until we left at 12pm – by this stage the elderly beneficiaries in the biometrics
queue had been standing and waiting outside SAPO for several hours.
In the other queue for beneficiaries with cards and pins, the first person had arrived around 7am.
SAPO opened and began payments from 7:30am onwards. The average payment processing time
from entering the building to exiting was 37 minutes.
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Two mobile toilets were available on the pavement outside SAPO, but these were really in quite a
filthy and unhygienic state and surrounded by litter and broken bottles etc.

We counted 18 chairs inside the branch. There were 5 cashier points of which 4 were busy with
social grant payments – 1 for biometric verification and 3 for cards. In the time we were there we did
not observe any identifiable SASSA official or SASSA Helpdesk.
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Wheelchair, water dispenser and cups

There was a poster, but no customer service register available
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The G4S vehicle arrived at 10h00. Fortunately, they did not run out of cash. The cashiers paused
payments at 10h10am to assist in counting cash and resumed payments at 10:25am.
Monitors returned to the site at 1pm to check on the biometric queue. By this time the system had
started working although it was very slow and after the biometric verification, beneficiaries still had
to queue again to get their cash with the slips they received so it was hours before they were paid.
On 3 June we observed improvement and it was much faster than the day before.
ECRO CBM June 2022 Case Study Tyinirha
On Friday, 3 June we went to monitor SAPO Ngqamakhwe but only few beneficiaries were paid out
as they ran out of cash. The unpaid beneficiaries were advised to go to other pay sites. One Monday
6 June we went back to SAPO office at Ngqamakhwe but there were no beneficiaries in or outside of
the premises - only staff members were available. We enquired about the situation from the officials
(as they were about to leave the temporary hall they have been using since all the break ins at SAPO)
who informed us that they had just received an email from their SAPO manager in Butterworth
advising that they should not make any payments that day.
The reason they gave was that on Friday 3 June they had cash shortages and the cash delivery van
did not arrive, so they communicated with the unpaid beneficiaries not to come for payments on the
6th but look for alternative sites, such as retailers or other SAPO office in Butterworth or Tsomo,
Butterworth. (These beneficiaries are used to getting paid at SAPO Ngqamakhwe, not at retailers.
Furthermore, the distance between Ngqamakhwe and Tsomo is 30km and Ngqamakhwe to
Butterworth is 20km and most beneficiaries had no cash to travel to these pay sites at short notice).
The staff said they had only come to the hall that day to communicate further with those that might
have missed the announcement last Friday and to check if cash might be delivered that day. SAPO
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officials promised that next month there will be changes and this will never happen again. They are
also waiting for an update from their managers as to why was the cash not delivered on time.
ECRO CBM June 2022 Case Study Daliwe Advice Office

On 2, 3 and 6 June Esther, Nandipha and Sizibule of Daliwe Advice Office monitored the payments of
social grants at the SA Post Office branch and at USAVE. Both pay sites are in the main road in
Cathcart.

The monitors arrived at the Post Office at 7:00 am and observed that a marque tent was pitched
outside the Post Office with 20 black plastic chairs inside the tent and 8 chairs inside the Post Office.
Two portable toilets with toilet paper and sanitizers were available for the beneficiaries.
The Post Office opened at 08:00 and closed at 16:30. In the morning from 08:53 to 09:25 there was a
small break in payments due to the post office officials having to count the money for the
beneficiaries, but after that there was no further delays. All the beneficiaries who were at the Post
Office collected the full cash value of their social grants without any difficulties.

No beneficiaries reported paying bribes to security guards or to Post Office staff or reported any
other form of criminality. Regarding the availability of clean drinking water, a first aid kit box,
wheelchair and generator, the monitors observed that no first aid kit, wheelchair or generator was
available.
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Regarding the availability of a SASSA help-desk, the monitors observed that no physical help-desk
was available. The monitors observed the presence of a SASSA official who was able to assist and
provide advice to beneficiaries with social grant related queries. He was able to assist two
beneficiaries who had problems with their SASSA cards and two others who had forgotten their pin
number. They were taken to the SASSA offices at Stutterheim where they were given assistance.
The monitors observed that several beneficiaries were drawing their social grants from other ATMs
located within the town area and at USAVE, which is located about 300 meters from the Post Office.
No specific problems were noted at USAVE.

Number of beneficiaries at the Post Office02 June 2022: 97 beneficiaries
03 June 2022: 02 beneficiaries
06 June 2022: 147 beneficiaries
There is no SASSA office in Cathcart. SASSA officials only visit Cathcart on Tuesday mornings to offer
administrative services. (This has subsequently been found to be incorrect. SASSA offers no service
in Cathcart. Beneficiaries have to go to Stutterheim.)
ECRO CBM June 2022 Case Study Engcobo

Engcobo is located within the Chris Hani District Municipality. There is a functional SASSA office in
town with one post office in town and another post office in Coghlan (20km outside Engcobo).
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The Engcobo Community Advice Office is a new CBM community partner that entered into a
memorandum of understanding with the Black Sash. Nombulelo Taleni, an experienced paralegal is
the advice office coordinator and is responsible for CBM in Engcobo, supported by Zininzi Tyantsi
and Ngcali Taleni.
On 2 and 3 June 2022, the monitors monitored the payment of social grants at the post office in
Coghlan. The monitors arrived at the designated pay points at 07:50am and left the pay points after
16:00. On the first day of monitoring at the Coghlan post office, the monitors observed the arrival of
approximately 58 beneficiaries. On the second day, the monitors observed approximately 120
beneficiaries who travelled from the surrounding villages.
At the Coghlan post office, the monitors observed that a marquee tent was pitched outside the post
office building with 50 chairs and two portable toilets.
All the beneficiaries at Coghlan were paid before 15:00. The post office did not encounter any
problems with the cash dispensing equipment.
At the Coghlan post office, the monitors observed:
o
o
o

There was not enough cash to pay all the beneficiaries on 2 June
On 3 June there was enough cash but a shortage of R20 notes
Of the beneficiaries that were paid, all those interviewed reported receiving the full cash
values of their grants

Regarding dignity services, the monitors observed:
o
o
o
o

the availability of a wheelchair
clean drinking water was available inside the post office
no SASSA helpdesk was available; and
no generator and first-aid kit box were seen.

At Engcobo SAPO, one alleged fraud case involving an Older Persons Grant was brought to the
attention of the monitors. The beneficiary was referred to SASSA for assistance and social relief of
distress.

GRO CBM May 2022 Case Study Kgothatsanang Community Organisation
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Ntsoaki Moreroa
Name of Monitor: Selina Mabaso
Organisation: Kgothatsanang Organisation
Place / town / village / area: Makapanstad (Northwest)
Type of grant pay site: SAPO branch (Makapanstad)
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Case Study 1
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant:

Old age grant

SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
 What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Beneficiary had not been in receipt of his grant from July 2021 to date. He was referred from SAPO
to SASSA to check for the reason of non-payment i.e. payment to a different account or it could be
that the client needs to submit proof of life. The client needs to make the follow up and the monitor
will follow up and hear out if there was any progress to this matter follow up to the visit by client to
SASSA as was advised.
 What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level
The client was supposed to be paid their grant in full of the July month. However, client would have
to go to SASSA and check where the grant was paid and if there are any issues of proof of life or any
other issue that SASSA should follow up and check on SOCPEN for beneficiary to be paid.
 What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Follow up to be made with client in June 2022 as no communication has been made with client.
Case Study 2
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Ntsoaki Moreroa
Name of Monitor:
Selina Mabaso
Organisation:
Kgothatsanang Organisation
Place / town / village / area: Makapanstad
Type of grant pay site:
SAPO branch: Makapanstad

 What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Makapanstad Post Office is in the Northwest, Moretele District nearby a village called Mathibestad.
Mathibestad post office is about 30 km from Ga Motle. This is the nearest SAPO pay channel for
beneficiaries from Ga Motle village that which they can access their grant. It also services
beneficiaries from Makapanstad, Mathibestad, and other neighbouring villages post the
decommissioning of the pay points.
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At the Post Office it was highlighted that as per the SLA the following are not provided to
beneficiaries and which the beneficiaries saw as a problem:
o Shelter is not provided for beneficiaries
o Lack of cash or late arrival of cash
o No toilets provided to beneficiaries
o No water is provided to beneficiaries
o No security to guard the area
o State of the waiting area not clean
 What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level
As this was the first monitoring round, Kgothatsanang Community Organisation intends to monitor
the site yet again to formulate a case that which advocacy strategy will be developed for purposes of
taking advocacy action.
 What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Utilise the results from the last 2 monitoring cycles to be presented to the local office management
for implementation of the norms and standards outlined on the SAPO/SASSA service level
agreements. This will be with the long-term view of implementation of the SLA. Where possible,
form a committee that will oversee the process of improvement taking place.
GRO CBM MAY 2022 CASE STUDY: Emthonjeni Awareness Centre
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Vincent Skhosana.
Name of Monitor:
Maria Male
Organisation:
Emthonjeni Awareness Centre
Place / town / village / area: Sebokeng Township
Type of grant pay site:
Mafatsane SASSA Service Office
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant:
Beneficiary number:

Older Person’s grant

SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
 What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
The client was not paid on the Month of May 2022, because her grant was suspended for not
collecting from March 2022 due to hospitalization. During the pay day she was informed that her
social grant was suspended and requested to submit the doctors’ notes or hospital letter confirming
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that she was admitted for more than 3 months. The client disputed that her duration was two
month and in May 2022 she was supposed to be paid.
The case was refed to Mafatsane SASSA local Office where she explained to the local office manager,
who insisted that the system has block the withdrawal because of not collection. The client was
requested to submit the proof from the hospital so that her grant could be activated.
Mrs. Martha Moroka felt that SASSA was not fair to have stopped the grant without any notification
and such will bring hardship since she does not have any means to cope with and was advised to
apply for the Social Relieve of distress while waiting for SASSA to resolve the matter.
According to the monitor, the client was supposed to receive a notification before the grant is
terminated by SASSA and be informed of the decision which will be taken and the steps that she
need to follow in avoiding the termination.

 What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
Mrs Martha Moroka is advised to submit the medical report to SASSA as soon as she possibly can.
 What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
The beneficiary will get and submit the medical report to SASSA local office Mrs. Maria Male, the
monitor will follow up with Mrs Martha Moroka and give support where needs be. Follow up in the
next pay circle will be done with Mrs Martha Moroka.
GRO CBM MAY 2022: CASE STUDY Barona Community Centre
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Vincent Skhosana
Name of Monitor:
Asive Mpiyonke
Organisation:
Barona Community Centre
Place / town / village / area:
Diep Kloof Soweto
Type of grant pay site:
Diepkloof SAPO branch
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant:

Temporary Disability Grant

SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
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Mr. Sibeko was awarded temporary disability grant from November 2021. According to him, his last
payment was supposed to be on the month of September 2022. When he went to withdraw, money
was not available in his account.
He claims to have not received any notification letter from SASSA reminding him about the lapsing of
his disability grant, as he was of the view that his grant was for 12 months, not six months.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
In May 2022 client was requested to visit SASSA and request the copy of the letter sent to him for
renewal, since he did not receive any communication, also to request that they check for him the
duration of his disability grant.
 What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
The client must be given a letter notifying him about the lapsing of his disability grant prior to the
last date of payment, if the communication was indeed not received by the beneficiary SASSA is to
provide social relief of distress upon application by the beneficiaries while he waits for the
assessment date. Monitor to follow up with the beneficiary.

GRO CBM MAY 2022: CASE STUDY Mankweng Community Legal Advice Office (MCLAO)
Case Study 1
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Ntsoaki Moreroa
Name of Monitor:
Mapula Anna Morodu
Organisation:
Mankweng Community Legal Advice Office
Place / town / village / area: Sovenga - Limpopo
Type of grant pay site:
Sovenga Post Office Branch
 What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encounter?
Sovenga SAPO branch is used by beneficiaries from Mankweng and other neighbouring villages
around.
On the 03rd May 2022 cash did not arrive at the Sovenga Post Office and some beneficiaries about 20
were paid from the proceeds from the Post Bank deposits, car registrations and other revenue
generated by the post office in their daily running of business. The rest of the other beneficiaries
were turned back, advised to check the next day with no guarantee for payment. The other
alternative was that they go to Paledi Mall Post Office which is a distance from Sovenga Post Office.
At the Sovenga Post Office fixed toilets provided but the mobile ones are brought to the site during
grant payment days. No water is provided to beneficiaries and those in need are advised to ask for
assistance from the nearby households nearer to the post office. This is posed as a challenge
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because beneficiaries especially the elderly always need to use the bathroom and have water at the
Post Office branch.
No shelter is provided, and beneficiaries must wait outside in the scotching sun, in the cold or rain if
it so rains. This does not make the payment of grant provision in a dignified manner and space to the
beneficiaries.
 What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The SLA between SASSA and SAPO provides for beneficiaries to have water and toilet for
beneficiaries using the SAPO branch. This has been noted as an issue because beneficiaries not
having a toilet is an issue because at the SAPO branch the is a toilet that is needed to be provided.
The nonarrival of cash was a huge problem because some beneficiaries had to incur cost of getting
to other SAPO branches for the payment of their grant. SASSA has always held that they will pay
grant beneficiaries from a dignified point of view, and none has been done since SAPO has started
paying grants to beneficiaries. Shelter to be provided to beneficiaries whilst waiting for payment of
grants.
 What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
No advocacy action are taken now except monitoring the site to provide report to SASSA and SAPO,
once available, for follow up on areas of improvement by SASSA.
 What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
The action to be taken is to provide feedback to the Post Office and SASSA on the findings received
at the Post Office when monitoring was happening and to come up with ways of how to deal with
issues that have been found when monitoring happened.
Case Study 2
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Ntsoaki Moreroa
Name of Monitor:
Masebole Mamabolo
Organisation:
Mankweng Community Legal Advice Office
Place / town / village / area: Boyne Post Office - Limpopo
Type of grant pay site:
SAPO branch
 What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Boyne SAPO branch is based near the ZCC and St Engenas Church which is centred between
Makweng and Mentz village.
This SAPO branch has no water and toilet. Beneficiaries use the toilet at the St Engenas Church
which is problematic especially for the non-members to the ZCC church due to the religious practices
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for their members. Some beneficiaries use the clinic’s toilet close by. This has been reported in the
previous reports of CBM 2021, however the issue has not been dealt with by either SASSA or SAPO.
Day 2 of monitoring 04/05/2022 cash arrived late at around 10:30am. Before cash arrival, about 10
beneficiaries were paid from proceeds generated from other postal revenues. This is an issue of cash
arriving late at the Post Office which causes older people and the disabled having to sit at the Post
Office longer without water or a toilet.
 What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The SLA between SASSA and SAPO provides for beneficiaries to have water and toilet for
beneficiaries using the SAPO branch. This has been noted as an issue because beneficiaries not
having a toilet is an issue because at the SAPO branch the is a toilet that is needed to be provided.
The issue of the late arrival of cash at the Post Office which causes beneficiaries to sit for longer at
the Post Office without receiving cash when they have arrived early.
 What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
The are no advocacy actions been taken now except monitoring the site to provide report to SASSA
and SAPO for improving the services.
 What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
The action to be taken is to provide feedback to the Post Office and SASSA on the findings received
at the Post Office when monitoring was happening and to come up with ways of how to deal with
issues that have been found when monitoring happened.

KZNRO CBM May 2022: CASE STUDY CINDI
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Mbali Mnguni and Noma Kitshana
Organisation: CINDI
Place / town / village / area: Pietermaritzburg
Type of grant site: (SASSA branch/SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Pmb Main SAPO
13 May 2022
1. What is the problem encountered?
On 3 and 4 May 2022 CINDI monitored the Pietermaritzburg main SAPO branch. On arrival the
morning 0f 3 May, we noted that there was a long queue outside the area that the beneficiaries go
to, to be able to access the public toilets.
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When we approached the beneficiaries and enquired why they were standing outside the specific
area, they explained that they had been waiting for the gate that leads to the public portable toilets
to be opened. Beneficiaries had assumed that it was still closed because it was still early in the
morning. However, they were not notified as to why the toilets were not made accessible to the
public as they usually are. Most of the beneficiaries were frustrated due to not being able to access
the portable toilets as the gate leading to the passage where the toilets are placed was locked.
This was very concerning to us, as the beneficiaries that collect their grants on the first day of the
month are elderly people who should be provided access to these toilets. Most of these beneficiaries
arrive at the pay point as early as 4am and need to be able to access the toilets as and when they
need to.
A few minutes later, as we were trying to understand what was happening regarding the access to
the public toilets, we observed more than three beneficiaries were relieving themselves in the open
space outside the gate that leads to toilet. This was sad to see as the act striped them off their
dignity.
However, at that time they had no choice but to use the open space outside the building, in full view
of others.
A tent is usually placed outside the waiting area but this was not made available this time.
Beneficiaries were queuing outside the premises in the sun and had no shelter or shade.
Another area of concern that was noted was that of drinking water. The water that was made
available to the beneficiaries to drink was not clean. When looking at it, it was clear that the water
had not been changed for some time. In addition to that, there were no polystyrene cups made
available to access the water.
A few of the beneficiaries that were seated next to the water dispenser were asked if they drink the
water that is made available to them and they said no, because they too noted that the water did
not look clean enough for them to drink and they also noted that there were no cups available as
well.
Some of the beneficiaries shared that they bring their own water because this is not the only time
that the same situation had occurred. Some other beneficiaries stated that when they are thirsty,
they must go and purchase water so that they can drink. When they do not have money to purchase
the water, they stay for long periods without drinking anything at all. Some wait until they get their
payout and can buy the water or they simply wait until they get home to be able to have something
to drink.
2. What was supposed to take place?
SAPO is supposed to ensure that there is firstly, shelter for the beneficiaries when they come to the
branch, and this is so that they have shelter on days when it is raining or extremely hot.
SAPO is also to ensure that beneficiaries have access to portable toilets that are clean, and lastly,
they are also to ensure that beneficiaries have access to drinking water with disposable cups, so as
to avoid the beneficiaries using the same cups, in order to avoid them contracting COVID.
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3. What advocacy/correction action was taken at a local level?
When the above mentioned was observed, CINDI requested to speak to the branch manager. When
the branch manager was contacted and asked why the gate that leads to the toilet area was locked
and beneficiaries denied access to toilets, he responded by saying that he was not aware that
beneficiaries did not have access to the toilets, and immediately requested one of the security
guards to go with us to have the gate opened. This was done and beneficiaries were then able to use
the public toilets.
Furthermore, when we enquired about the drinking water that was made available to beneficiaries
and the absence of cups and the outside shelter he did not respond, as he had no response to these
questions. He just simply stated that he would ensure that the issues raised would be looked into.
CINDI will be monitoring this branch again next month and will observe if the areas of concern raised
have been rectified.
4. What action are the monitors proposing?
At this point we are going to wait for the following month of monitoring to observe if there are any
changes that have been implemented in this regard. Should there be no changes that have been
implemented, we will then again request that we speak to management to find out what the
barriers were to implement the changes, if any.

CBM May 2022: CASE STUDY: Ingomusolethu Centre
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Sphiwe Mahlangu Place / town / village / area: Verena
Type of grant site: (SASSA branch/SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SASSA Verena

SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Contact Number:
Type of Grant: child support grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered or encountered at the
institution?
Mama Dories Magubo was at the SASSA office to cancel the grant of her granddaughter because the
mother of the
child is collecting the money but does not stay with the child or supports the
child financially. Mama Magubo is actually the one looking after the child. SASSA requested for
Mama Magubo to get an affidavit from SAPS to state what the problem with the grant was.
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What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
When Mama Magubo went to SAPS for the affidavit, they turned her away. The SAPS should have
helped Mama Magubo with the affidavit since at SASSA they required one before they can help her.
Instead, SAPS turned her away because they told her that the mother of the child is the
one
who supposed to cancel the grant. SAPS had no right to turn Mama Magubo away in this regard as
she has every right to seek to cancel the grant if she is the person taking care of her grandchild.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
We went to SAPS with Mama Magubo to help her get the affidavit. Even though they gave her the
affidavit, they refused to assist her to fill it and so we filled the affidavit with her and went back to
SASSA.

What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
As Mama Magubo finally had her affidavit, the SASSA office was able to help her. They told her to
come back on the 4th of June to check if the grant is canceled so that she may apply for the grant
for the grandchild. As a monitor I will be there on the date given to do some follow up and
support.
We went to SAPS with mama Dories to help her get the affidavit they gave her one but refused to
write anything, so we filled the affidavit and went back to SASSA.

What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
As mama Dories finally had her affidavit the SASSA office helped her so they told her to come back
on the 4th of June to check if the grant is canceled so she may re-apply. As a monitor I will be there
on the date given to do some follow up.
CBM May 2022: KZNRO CASE STUDY KwaMakhutha Community Resource Center
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Mfanafuthi Gumede, Thandekha Biyela and Brenda Kubheka
Place / town / village / area: Amanzimtoti, KZN
SAPO branch: Amanzimtoti
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered or encountered at the
institution?
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On 3 May 2022 we visited SAPO Amanzimtoti for monitoring. On our arrival we introduced ourselves
to the Manager, Ms MC Van Der Sadt and was pleased that she was aware of the Project and was
expecting us.
She was very welcoming and willing to work with us. At the introduction we identified a few issue
that relate to the Norms and Standards.
1. They have no SASSA representative present at the site.
2. There are not enough or adequate seats in the waiting area. The waiting area is actually the
pavement outside the building and the veranda of the Post Office. Seats are only available once
you reach the veranda of the Post Office.
3. There are no public toilets provided on the site.
4. Staff are not wearing name tags.
Beneficiaries hailed the services of this SAPO and sense of professionalism and respect that they get
from the staff, and they said that this is the best SAPO apart from the above issues.
At Amanzimtoti SAPO, beneficiaries have been subjected to a very undignified experience, more
especially women, as there are no toilets provided. When beneficiaries want to use the toilet, they
use the small bushes across the road from the SAPO and they cannot even hide from the passing
cars or the waiting beneficiaries directly across the road. This is a serious breach of their Right To
Dignity and dignified services.

What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The Norms and Standards in terms of the pay points facilities requires officials to be easily
identifiable to the beneficiaries but at SAPO Amanzimtoti, hey did not meet these standards.
They were also supposed to furnish the beneficiaries with toilets within or at the institution as per
the Norms and Standards but this is not provided.
Also, there were no adequate seating or shelter and clean water and cups.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
We addressed the issue to the SAPO Manager on the first day of our monitoring. The Manager was
also bothered by these issues when we raised them. However, she seemed not willing to take
responsibility to resolve the issues but was waiting for someone else to address them.
We also must still ascertain as to who should provide what between SAPO and SASSA.
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Regarding the SASSA customer care personnel, we need to find out if there is any person available
for the beneficiaries. Both SASSA and SAPO should take the responsibility to take recourse matters
to a relevant space.
When we visited uMbumbulu SASSA on the 5th of May, we met the SASSA Customer Care official and
raised the above issues. During the conversation it appeared that they had once provided mobile
toilets during Pay dates and it is not clear why they stopped that service.
Also, with regard to the issue of seating and clean water not being provided is still not clear, and we
believe this must be addressed as soon as possible in the face of the COVID19 pandemic. It is
particularly hard for people with physical disabilities as it is very difficult for them to stand in the
queue waiting for payment.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Proper facilities form part of the standards in terms of requirements for services providers. This
should also be given the necessary attention not only to be hailed at paying the grants with respect
but also with providing the best and at least the standard facilities.
We propose, we should schedule a meeting with both SASSA and SAPO to firstly help them to
understand their roles and responsibilities, and propose a process of addressing the issues speedily.
But the toilet issue needs to be addressed urgently. We propose that they should provide mobile
toilets for beneficiaries which is accessible from the facilities. They must also make sure that they are
safe and clean.

CBM May 2022: KZNRO CASE STUDY Standerton Victim Empowerment Centre
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Seshika Joyce Chuene
Place / town / village / area: Standerton
Type of grant site: (SASSA branch/SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint):
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Contact Number:
Type of Grant: Fraud case on Disability Grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered or encountered at the
institution?
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The client report that her disability grant ended in December 2020, and she had to renew it. After
renewal, R5580.00 was deposited into account but when she went to withdraw this sum, there was
no money available. When she went to query this, she was told that someone had withdrawn the
money even though her card was always in her possession.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The beneficiary explained that she was not informed that she must go back to SAPO and renew her
card. After complaining several times that her money has been withdrawn, they eventually called
her in to fill the forms to lodge a Fraud Complaint.

What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
As the Black Sash monitoring partner, I have approached the SAPO manager and the SASSA official
on duty who then requested that the beneficiary must open a case of fraud. In my interview with the
beneficiary, the beneficiary agreed to open the case with SAPS for fraud investigation while she is
awaiting the response from SAPO.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
As the Black Sash monitoring partner, I have advised the beneficiary to submit all the documents and
the case number to SAPO. I have also approached the SASSA official on the site concerning the
matter who explained that they are aware of the matter and the matter has been referred to SAPO.
SAPO explained to the client that she will get paid for April 2021 only and the amount of R5580.00 is
still under investigation. This is very worrying that there is such a long delay to resolve the matter
and is outside the timelines of the BPRM.
Follow-up on the case. 03/05/2022
The beneficiary came to us when we were monitoring at SAPO and shared that nothing has
happened, and no feedback was received from SAPO. We called the SAPO manager at 13:09 to
follow-up but she didn’t pick up her cellphone. When we got hold of her, she said she was out of her
office due to other commitments and the client must come to her office on the 5th/05/2022. She said
they are also still waiting for the response from Bloemfontein, which is their Head Office. We will
continue to follow-up with the client, until the matter is resolved.
KZNRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY CINDI
1. What is the problem encountered?
On the 3rd and 4th of May 2022 CINDI monitored the Pietermaritzburg main SAPO branch. We noted
the following concerns:
 On arrival on the morning of the 3rd of May, we noted that there was a long queue outside
the area where the beneficiaries queue, to be able to access the toilets.
 A tent is usually placed outside the waiting area but this was not made available on this
particular day. Beneficiaries were queuing outside the premises in the sun and had no
shelter for shade or chairs to seat on.
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Another area of concern that was noted was that of water. The water that was made
available for the beneficiaries to drink was not clean. When looking at it, it was clear that
the water had not been changed for some time. In addition to that, there were no
polystyrene cups that were made available to drink from and this was also a major concern
due to COVID-19.

Upon noting the above concerns, we requested to speak to the SAPO branch manager and to share
our concerns with him. He noted them and requested the security guard to open the public entrance
to the disposable toilets to the beneficiaries.
In June we returned to the SAPO pay point to observe if these concerns were rectified. Below are
our findings for the month of June:
2. What was supposed to take place?
From the above-mentioned points, SAPO is supposed to ensure that beneficiaries have adequate
shelter, clean drinking water and toilets accessible to them for use. These were concerns that our
main SAPO did not action in the previous month of our monitoring. Upon returning on the 2 nd and 3rd
of June, below are our findings, which will speak to the previous observations documented in May.
 When we arrived at SAPO, we noted that the water dispenser had clean drinking water, and
clean disposable cups were placed next to the dispenser.
 On day one, Black Sash was present at the site before we arrived and noted elderly women
relieving themselves in front of the locked gate that led to the mobile toilets. When CINDI
arrived, together with Black Sash, we brought this to the notice of SAPO staff and security
and eventually after 9am, the gate leading to the toilets were opened. The toilets were
clean, with paper and new seats.
 On the second day, we noted that upon our arrival, the toilets were still closed. However, a
few minutes later, we did observe the security guard opening the gate and allowing
beneficiaries acess to the toilet area. When we went to monitor the state of the toilets, we
noted that the toilets were not in a usable condition, as they were full and very messy and
they were not clean at all. Hence, beneficiaries could not use them on the day and had to
pay R2.00 to use toilets in other buildings around town. It seems that the toilets are
obviously not cleaned on a daily basis, despite how many people have to use them.
 Again, on this day, no tent was erected for shelter for the beneficiaries.
3. What advocacy/correction action was taken at a local level?
CINDI requested to speak to the branch manager once again so that we could ascertain what
challenges are hindering SAPO from ensuring that the points of concern are addressed. We were
however told that the manager was not available at the time to meet with us. Hence, we continued
our conversation with the respective official, where we thanked them for implementing the changes
that we noted, and pointed out other areas related to the points above that were still not rectified.
After our conversation with the official he promised that he will ensure that the manager is aware of
these concerns as soon as he is able to make contact with him, and stated that when we return the
following month these issues should be rectified.
4. What action are the monitors proposing?
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We will continue with this case study and monitoring the progress in the areas of concern
documented. We will document our findings and hope that change will be implemented accordingly.
A follow up regarding this will be done in the following month of our monitoring.
Below are pictures taken of the areas of concern at the main SAPO branch.

State of the toilets on day two and waiting area where tent is meant to be erected for shelter
KZNRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY Ingomusolethu
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Sphiwe Mahlangu Organisation: Ingomusolethu
Centre Place / town / village / area: Verena
Type of grant site: (SASSA branch/SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Verena SASSA office
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered or encountered at the
institution?
Beneficiaries that receive their grant at Verena SAPO did not receive their grant timeously on the day
due to a shortage of cash. This problem didn’t happen just once but has happened several times
now. This has caused a lot of distress and frustration to especially old beneficiaries that depend on
the old age grant to provide for their families.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
We went to the manager of the SAPO branch, only to discover that he also doesn’t have much
information about why there has been shortage of cash supplied to them. They should have made a
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follow up as the SAPO branch to show concern for their beneficiaries and then make sure that if
there are any further challenges, options may be given clearly to the beneficiaries. This would then
ease the stress of the beneficiaries because this has been taking place more than once.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?SAPO branch manager, Mr April
Masilela tried calling other branches according to the information given to us ,asking if there has
been extra money delivered to their branches and if they can give it to his branch to try to pay out
the affected beneficiaries.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
We propose that beneficiaries should be properly assisted especially those that are old and disabled
so that they may have their own personal bank accounts. There should be an invitation of any bank
to the sapo /sassa branch and call out for beneficiaries to be easily assisted rather than having to
travel a long distance without having the necessary documentation or at their own cost.

KZNRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY KwaMakutha
MAY CASE STUDY WITH JUNE UPDATES
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Mfanafuthi Gumede and Brenda Kubheka
Organisation: KwaMakhutha Community Resource Centre
Place / town / village / area: Amanzimtoti, KZN
Type of grant site: (SASSA branch/SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Amanzimtoti SAPO

What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered or encountered at the
institution?
On the 3rd of May 2022 we visited SAPO Amanzimtoti for monitoring. At our arrival,we introduced
ourselves to the Manager, Ms MC Van Der Sadt.
She was very welcoming and willing to work with us. At the introduction, we identified a few issues
on the Norms and Standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They have no SASSA representative desk.
Not enough or adequate seats in the waiting area.
No toilets
No Tent or outside shelter for beneficiaries
Staff not wearing name tags
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Beneficiaries hailed the services of this SAPO in terms of respect they get from the staff and sense of
professionalism, and they said that this is the best SAPO, apart from the issues outlined above.
At Amanzimtoti SAPO, beneficiaries have been subjected to a very undignified experience, more
especially women. At this SAPO office, there are no toilets. When beneficiaries want to use the
toilet, they use small bushes across the road from the SAPO and they cannot even hide from the
passing cars. This is a serious breach of their Right To Dignity and dignified services.
JUNE UPDATES:
We have continued with our monitoring in the month of June and have seen no improvements from
the issues we identified last month. One major change though is that there seems to be a SASSA
representative deployed at this SAPO office. However, she looked like she was not attending to her
daily work as she was supposed to, but rather responding to our presence. She alluded that she was
not intending to come to the site, until she spotted us monitoring on her way to Mnini office.
Despite the fact that she did not have the necessary equipment to assist beneficiaries, we are happy
that our presence has resulted in SASSA having a presence at the site and we are now positive that
issues will be resolved.
We also observed the connectivity issues which contributed to delays in the grants payments.
Most notable and frightening was the killing and hijacking that took place at the back of the
beneficiaries queue and more worrying was the fact that these beneficiaries were people with
disabilities and a few elderly people, being forced to run for their lives.
This left beneficiaries extremely traumatized, and having to continue waiting for payments to
resume, as SAPO closed after the traumatic incident.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The Norms and Standards in terms of the pay points facilities requirements, and officials being easily
identifiable to beneficiaries, did not meet the required standards. They were supposed to furnish the
beneficiaries with toilets within or at the institution as per the Norms and Standards.
Also, there was inadequate seating and no clean water and cups.
JUNE UPDATES:
The Amanzimtoti SAPO and SASSA as per our observations, don’t understand their roles and have no
understanding of Norms and Standards. When we raised these issues with them, they seemed
unaware and lacked understanding that they should take responsibility to resolve the issues raised.
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We therefore propose that, if the budget allows, trainings on Norms and Standards must be done, to
make sure everyone understands. This will also ensure that SASSA and SAPO have clear ways or
systems to cascade the information from top officials to the ground. There should also be clear
direction as to what should be done in case they experience something that threatens their lives,
money and mostly beneficiaries lives, like the incident we experienced.
More securities should be employed on site and also the presence of SAPS should be facilitated
during Pay dates, for added visibility and security.

What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
We addressed the issues with the SAPO Manager on the first day of our monitoring. The Manager
was also bothered by these issues. However, she seemed unwilling to take responsibility to resolve
the issues but seemed to be waiting for someone else to address them.
We still have to ascertain as to who should provide what between SAPO and SASSA, but they both
should take the responsibility to take the matter to the relevant authority.
When we visited uMbumbulu SASSA on the 5th of May, we met a SASSA customer care personnel and
raised the issues we had identified at Amanzimtoti SAPO. During the conversation it appeared that
they had once provided mobile toilets during Pay dates and it is not clear why they stopped that
service.
Also, the issues of seating and clean water are still hanging, and we believe this must be addressed
as soon as possible in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, mostly for people with physical
disabilities, as it is very difficult for them to wait in the queue without being seated.
JUNE UPDATES:
We have addressed the issues with the SASSA representative on site and proposed that, as it seems
impossible to build new toilets and this is an urgent matter, they should provide mobile toilets. She
did agree to that but indicated that she is not the one who can address the matter.
Hence, our continued appeal that we must conduct workshops on the roles and Norms and
Standards, so that they remain clear to everyone for the benefit of the beneficiaries.

What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
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Proper facilities form parts of the standards in terms of requirements for services providers. This
should also be given due attention, not only to be hailed at paying the grants with respect but also
with providing the best standards at the facilities.
We propose that we should schedule a meeting with both SASSA and SAPO to firstly help them to
understand their roles and responsibilities and get to the process of addressing the issues speedily.
The toilets issue needs to be addressed urgently. We propose that they should provide mobile toilets
for beneficiaries accessible from the facilities for the next pay cycle, as building a fixed structure
does not seem practical and to make sure that they are safe and clean.
We continue to question poor Standards and services and educate beneficiaries while monitoring.
We also encourage beneficiaries to do pins and receive their money through Banks, though we
know the challenges that they will face when receiving their grants through Banks.
We believe it will be safer, after the incidents (hijacking and killing) that took place in front of them
putting them at risk and then stopping payments.
KZNRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY Standerton Victim Empowerment Centre
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Evashnee Naidu
Name of Monitor: Mpho Namane
Organisation: Victim Empowerment Centre
Place / town / village / area: Standerton
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Standerton SAPO branch
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
On the 2nd of June at about 08:50 we arrived at Standerton SAPO, and we found beneficiaries
scattered outside and confused as if something unusual had happened. We then made our way
inside the post office to question the manager, Zandy Cindy. She shared that: “her staff was held at
gun point and the money was stolen from the safe. Standerton SAPO was now an active crime scene
and payments could not continue. Beneficiaries were asked to leave the site and seek alternative
channels of payment or return the following day.
The next day, on the 3rd of June we visited the post office again to do a follow up on what had
happened on the 2nd of June. We interviewed the supervisor to get more information. The
supervisor shared that: “they cannot pay beneficiaries as yet because they are still waiting for a
certain mandate from management as there are still investigations in place”.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
In terms of the guarding service:
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the guarding of money and prevention of any offense should have been in place.
A Minimum of 4 registered security officers should have been present at the cash pay point
Should have been SAPS present to guard the premises from any criminal activities that might
occur.

What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
A case was opened by management and investigations are still in place. Beneficiaries will be paid by
next week because there are still investigations in place.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
As a black sash monitoring partner, we encouraged the beneficiaries to evacuate the premises and
put their safety first. We also requested them to come back on Monday next week in the hope that
payments would resume.
WCRO CBM May 2022 CASE STUDY WOMEN HOPE FOR THE NATION
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study:
Name of Monitor: Aysha Davids
Organisation: Women Hope 4 the Nation
Place / town / village / area: William Herbert Wynberg
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SASSA Local Office Wynberg
Case Study 1
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Disability Grant
Contact Number:
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Applied in February (reapply) got doctors appointment in April 2022 came back on 14 April and 19
April SASSA appointment and still have not received any money.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
Beneficiary should’ve received their payment
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What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
Beneficiary did get answers and we referred the matter.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
That Black Sash should investigate why SASSA takes so long to pay out Disability Grants.
Case Study 2
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Abigail Peters
Name of Monitor: Chanell
Organisation: Women Hope 4 The Nation
Place / town / village / area: Wynberg
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SASSA Local Office
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: OAG
Contact:

SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Applied in February and received an appointment for March 2022 and only received a grant amount
of R2800. The question is about why she didn’t receive all the money from the date of application.

What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
SASSA should have offered for explanation as to why she didn’t receive more money, but the SASSA
official advised the beneficiary that it is correct as it was. The official didn’t go into details about
what and why it was this way.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
The monitor spoke the beneficiary and assisted her and asked if the matter should be taken forward
for further attention.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
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Monitor is proposing that he atter should be taken under investigation as the amount is not 2
months OAG payment.
WCRO CBM May 2022 CASE STUDY NUWEKLOOF RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Abigail Peters
Name of Monitor: Faiza Davids
Organisation: Nuwekloof Rural Development
Place / town / village / area: Malmesbury/Riebeek West
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SASSA Malmesbury
Case Study 1
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Child support grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
The beneficiary contacted me last year regarding her son’s CSG that was suspended, and he is at a
special school in Worcester, it was reinstated through the help of Black Sash. The grant was not paid
for May again now and she says her son is only 17 years old. She would like to know the reason for
the non – payment and she says that she sends the money to her son for his toiletries etc.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The customer and complaints handling were not satisfactory, and the customer did not get an
opportunity to give feedback why she was not paid for May. I presume that the client should have
been communicated via SMS, that a reassessment would be done.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
I would send this to the local SASSA office for the manager to investigate the matter too.
What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Black Sash to also follow up with the SASSA regional office to ascertain what the problem is and
what are the correct responses from SASSA regarding such an issue. As a monitor, I propose that
information regarding reassessment of grants be communicated timeously to beneficiaries so that
they do not they are not disadvantaged through a non – payment in a particular month. In this
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instance the minor is still eligible for a SASSA CSG because he is under 18 years old. The beneficiary
may need to be assessed depending on her employment status and income level.

Case Study 2
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Disability grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
The beneficiary said that she is receiving a disability grant and experienced non – payments twice
last year and after so many visits to SASSA Bellville she received her arrear payments. She did not
receive any payment from August to December 2021. In December 2021 she reapplied for the
disability grant and when she went to the office in January, she received a reference number WC
1908984, the system was offline, and she was given a handwritten slip. She received no notice to say
when she will get paid and what amount she will receive. She was paid in April 2 months payments.
The client is confused because she doesn’t know if she got all her money that was due to her. Her
daughter in-law sent emails to a Curt at the Bellville office but got no response.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The disability management process for Mrs. Vallie was not handled properly and the complaint
handling was not satisfactory, she wasn’t afforded and opportunity to give feedback of the service
she received at the Bellville SASSA service site.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
The matter should be escalated to the SASSA regional office to be investigated.
What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Black Sash to also follow up with the SASSA regional office to ascertain what the problem is and
what are the correct responses from SASSA regarding the disability grant process. As a monitor, I
propose that information regarding reassessment of grants be communicated timeously to
beneficiaries so that they are not disadvantaged through a non – payment in a particular month or
months. In this instance the minor is the reassessment and several periods of non – payments left
the beneficiary without an income.
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WCRO CBM May 2022 CASE STUDY GENADENDAL LEGAL INFO DESK

Name of Monitor: Jeanetta Solomons
Organisation: Genadendal Legal Info Desk
Place / town / village / area: Genadendal
Type of grant pay site: / ATM
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Old Age Grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
There was money deducted from her account and she don’t know what it was for. The lady is 80
years old. For three months she received less money every time she withdrew her grant. Martha Van
Der Berg said she used the Easy Pay card to make a loan and her monthly instalments are R 429.00,
but besides that more money was taken from her account. On the 2 nd of June she only received
R100.00 as the rest was deducted.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
In this instance none of the above were responsible for the dilemma of the client.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
I urged her to draw a three-month bank statement. She did, and I found that there is another
deduction from her account monthly.
We were at the SASSA office to find out about her grant, she only has a funeral policy of R100.00
with them. After questioning the Client about the other deductions, she had no idea what it was for.
On investigation, I discovered that the deduction was from Quickfin Loans. The clients insists that
they were not responsible for those loans, on which I urged them to make a criminal case against
Quickfin. I went with her and explained the reason for the case, they accepted the case: mas
/18/06/2022 fraud was issued to her.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
The monitor acted by taking the client to the police station to make a criminal case of Fraud
WCRO CBM May 2022 CASE STUDY DE DOORNS COMMUNITY ADVICE AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Zoleka Ntuli
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Name of Monitor: Nthabeleng Ketso
Organisation: De Doorns Community Advice and Development Office
Place / town / village / area: De Doorns
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SAPO
Case Study 1
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Child Support Grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
The beneficiary received an amount of R950 for child support grant. She usually gets R960 for both
children. The post manager referred the matter to SASSA for further assistance
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
The child support grant that she received was less than the normal amount, she received R950
instead of R960.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
The beneficiary was supposed to be provided with a bank statement which she uses as a proof when
visiting SASSA service point to enquire about the shortage.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
The beneficiary was advised to go to SASSA service point to enquire about the shortage, and to ask
for a bank statement from SAPO in order to show as a proof of shortage.
What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Will accompany the beneficiary on the 25 May 2022 to SASSA service point to investigate about the
shortage.
Case Study 8: Girls Potential Unlimited
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Zoleka Ntuli
Name of Monitor: Nomampondo Pamela Ketelo
Organisation: Girls Potential Unlimited
Place / town / village / area: Khayelitsha SASSA Office
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Khayelitsha SASSA Office
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SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Child Support Grant
SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
Tania Zandile Mhlontlo (ID 960706324087) is the mother of Azole Mhlontlo (ID 2112315847088). She
started the child support grant in January 2022 when the child was 1 month old at that time. She
was give an affidavit form to complete and submit. On the 011th of March she has still not been
successful and has had problems with entering the SASSA premises. It has been six weeks and all she
is told is that there are problems due to loadshedding, systems failure and shortage of staff.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
Six weeks of trying to submit the application is too long, the application submission and processing
should be done within a week.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
None so far but the case study is being referred to Zoleka Ntuli.
What proposed action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Zoleka will help SASSA Office “Khayelitsha” to refer this case to the SASSA district and regional office.
WCRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY GENADENDAL LEGAL INFO DESK
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Abigail Peters
Name of Monitor: Catherina Rynecke
Organisation: GLID
Place / town / village / area: Caledon
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): Caledon SAPO

What was the problem encountered?
On the 9th of June 4 monitors visited the Caledon SAPO branch to do the pay day monitoring and
only encountered 2 beneficiaries. This was the same case as the previous month where there were
very little beneficiaries at the SAPO branch. Upon more investigation and questioning the
beneficiaries shared that they do not feel safe at the SAPO branch. They prefer to go to the Caledon
Pick n Pay or the U-Save Shoprite. The reason why they do not feel safe was because there was a
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break in at the Caledon branch a few months ago. This placed a fear in the community that there
might also be a robbery as well because of this and they do not want to risk it.
When the monitors went to the SAPO branch on Monday 13 June they found no people at all and
proceeded to the retailers again. When the monitors went to the SAPO branch for June (is this
correct? Should it be May?) they noted that there was no security at the branch, and this is one of
the reasons the beneficiaries feel unsafe. Monitors also noted that there was no SASSA helpdesk in
case there were issues with anyone’s grant payment or any general questions they needed help
with. Beneficiaries express it’s just better for them to go to the retailer or the ATMs as they can also
pay different accounts if needs be. They can also do grocery shopping and head straight home after,
a sort of one stop shop.
Genadendal and access to SAPO and/or SASSA
Genadendal is 31.3km from Caledon the next major city with services that the community can
access. They are also adjacent to Greyton a small town about 5km from Genadendal where a SAPO
branch used to be situated but has since been closed. This has been one of the reasons why
beneficiaries must travel to Caledon to receive assistance at a great cost (how much?) with a taxi or
by hiking on the highway. This has been a struggle for many as access to transport money is very
difficult in itself.
The SASSA satellite office that used to come to Genadendal monthly was also discontinued and
beneficiaries now also must travel to Caledon.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)? What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
There should have been security to help beneficiaries feel more secure and come to draw their
money at a place contracted to safely pay out their grants. There should have also been a way to
make the community feel safer through notices and informing the community that they are doing all
they can to have the issue address.
When speaking to Mr John Moffat the local office manager of SASSA in Caledon he expressed a
broken-down relationship with the municipality when needing a hall or space where beneficiaries
can get the much-needed services SASSA offers to the poor. A relationship will be built between
SASSA Caledon and GLID to address the different issues in access and to help forge towards bring
services back to Genadendal.
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?



To set up a meeting with Mr John Moffat as he has shared that his door is open to feedback.
Create a working relationship with Caledon SASSA to address the different issues that the
office may face.
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Monitor Olivia Brits at the Caledon SAPO branch where there has been 2 beneficiaries so far to draw
their money.

The monitors moving over to U-save and Pick ‘n Pay where they encountered more beneficiaries
who shared their stories with them.

WCRO CBM June 2022 CASE STUDY WOMEN HOPE FOR THE NATION
Name of Black Sash Staff Member Capturing the Case Study: Abigail Peters
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Name of Monitor: Aysha Davids
Organisation: Women Hope 4 the Nation
Place / town / village / area: Wynberg
Type of grant pay site: (SAPO branch / ATM / retailer/ cash paypoint): SASSA Local Office Wynberg
SECTION 1: DETAILS OF GRANT BENEFICIARY
Name:
ID number:
Type of Grant: Older Person’s Grant
Contact Number:

SECTION 2: DETAILS OF THE CASE
What was the problem that the beneficiary / beneficiaries encountered?
The beneficiary informed the monitor that he didn’t get the full value of his grant and he is
concerned about the reason for this.
What was supposed to have taken place (in terms of Norms and Standards, SASSA/SAPO SLA,
dignified service, etc)?
Every time he wants to address the issue of his grant he is sent back and forth due to not having
documents. He expressed that they do not give him the correct information and he doesn’t know
what to do.
What advocacy / corrective action was taken at a local level?
Nothing
What action is the beneficiary / monitor / Black Sash proposing?
Monitor will inform Black Sash about the case.
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